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ART. I.—On the Position of Women in the East, in Olden
Time. By EDWARD THOMAS, F.R.S.
I HAVE lately been occupied with the examination of the
legends stamped on a series of leaden coins recently
discovered at Kolhapiir. These legends are found to illus-
trate, in a curious manner, the local custom of the children
being designated after and identified by the name of the
mother, and reproduce the dominant idea of recording the
Metronymic to the subordination or exclusion of the Patro-
nymic of the race or family.
We were already in possession of vague notices of such a
custom in the metronymics occurring amid the Inscriptions
in the Rock-cut Caves of Nasik, and the corresponding coins
now repeat the identical names of Vdsithi (Vashti) and
Oautami, and contribute a third example in the maternal
designation of Maddri: together with, in each numismatic
instance, an undefined reference to a tribal or sept community,
we may suppose of a jwast-hereditary character.
Before describing the coins, or illustrating at large the
various Indian forms of marriage and inheritance, or refer-
ring to the extraneous examples of self-government in that
land, I propose to trace the parallel instances of female
ascendancy which we find to have obtained and survived
among the traditions of other countries of the Old World.
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2 WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.
In the first place I may frankly say that I am disposed to
attach much credit to the statement of Epiphanius as to the
extended prevalence, if not next to the universality of
Scythism, "its heresy," and its concomitant manners and cus-
toms, before it was superseded by Aryanism, whether Greek
or Persian. The passage I refer to is, in purport, as follows:
"The first is Barbarism,1 which prevailed without a rival from
the days of Adam
" The second is Scythism (I,icv6i<rfib$), which prevailed from the
days of Noah and thence downwards to the building of the Tower
and Babylon, and for a few years subsequent to that time, that is,
to the days of Phalec and Eagau. But the nations which incline
upon the borders of Europe continued addicted to the Scythic
heresy and the customs of the Scythians to the age of Thera, and
afterwards; of this sect also were the Thracians.
" The third is Hellenism, which originated in the days of Seruch
with the introduction of idolatry: and as men had hitherto followed
each some demonolatrous superstition of his own, they were now
reduced to a more established form of polity and to the rites and
ceremonies of idols The Egyptians, and Babylonians, and
Phrygians, and Phoenicians were the first propagators of this super-
stition of making images, and of the mysteries."—Epiphanius,
Cory's Fragments, p. 53.2
The predominance of the Scythic element among the races
of the ancient world receives important confirmation from
the lights of modern science. Professor Huxley, in his bold
Map of the " distribution of the principal modifications of
Mankind," covers nearly three-fourths of the world, now
above water, with his three types of Mongoloids.3 We need
1
 Cory inserts a query " Patriarchism ? "
8
 I must premise that in this Essay, in all cases embodying matters that concern
an Indian reading public, simple translations in English have been preferred to
the original Greek and Latin texts; where critically necessary, the latter will he
exceptionally admitted into the context or reproduced at large in the footnotes;
and, further, I may add that many notes and references, which would be freely
understood and taken for granted by classical scholars, are intentionally quoted
in full terms, where available, in simple English versions.
to Siam, is peopled, for the most part, by men who are short and squat, with the
skiu of a yellow-brown colour; the eyes and hair black, and the latter straight, coarse
and scanty on the body and face, but long on the scalp. They are strongly brachy-
cephalic, the skull being usually devoid of prominent brow-ridges, while the nose
is flat and small, and the eyes are oblique."—Journ. Ethnolog. Soc. 1869-70.
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"WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME. 3
not follow out the larger details of his scheme; but in regard
to the touching points and intersective dovetailing of the
Mongoloids and the Melanochroi and Xanthrochroi, his illus-
trations are suggestive in the extreme.1
Sir Henry Rawlinson's researches in this direction, based
upon his independent examination of th& ancient Cuneiform
inscriptions, are embodied in his article in the Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XV. o.s. pp. 215-260, and largely
support such a view of the important part played by Scyth-
ism, or its synonym Turanism, in ancient days, which I
shall have to refer to more at large under the Persian
division of these notes.
CHALD^A.
Recent cuneiform discoveries have definitively established
the priority, in point of time, of the Tur&nian races in the
valley of the Tigris and Euphrates, who had achieved no
inconsiderable degree of culture, including an original
system of picture or ideographic writing, before they were
interfered with by other sections of the four nations. The
so-called " cradle of the human race" was, in effect, a
focus of international civilization, peopled, in the first
instance, by the Turanian branches of Akkad and Sumer.2
1
 The Xanthrochroic type (No. 6) is defined as, " a third and extremely well-
defined type of mankind is exhibited by the greater part of the population of
Central Europe. These are the Xanthrochroi, or 'fair whites.' . . . On the
south, and west this type comes into contact and mixes with the ' Melanochroi,'
or ' dark whites,' while on the north and east it becomes mingled with the people
of the Mongoloid type."—p. 408.
2
 La ville de Suse, aituee sur le fleuye Eulseus . . . fut deja, vers la fin du
3 m e millenium avant J-c, la capitale d'un royaume puissant et le siege d'une
dynastie touranienne qni, en 2283 avant J . C , conquit Babylone et regna sur la
Chaldee pendant 224 ans. Le pays dont elle etait la ville principale, etait
nomme Elam par les Semites, Uvata ou Khuz par les Aryens, et Nime par le
peuple de Sumer; il s'appelait Kussi " Les Kosseens."—J. Oppert, First Con-
• gress of Orientalists, p. 179.
See also Etudes Cuneiformes. M. P. Lenormant. Journal Asiatique, 1877, pp.
42, 235 et seq.
From this it will be clear that to speak of an Assyrian or even a Chaldaean
Empire is altogether erroneous. Assyrian and Babylonian civilization was Tura-
nian, and had its source in the highlands of Elam—Kharris-Kurra—" the
mountain of the East," whence the Accadai or " highlanders " had descended,
and to which their ritual always looked back.—-A. H. Sayce, Zeitsch. Egyp. 1870,
p. 151. See also Mr. Sayce's articles, Transactions of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology, vol. iii. p. 465.
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4 WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.
The position of women of rank in Chaldaea must be
assumed indirectly from the traditional equality and ulti-
mate supremacy, in certain cases, conceded to the female
deities in the Pantheon of the land, under the succeeding
dynasties of the second and third Monarchies. Canon Raw-
linson's enumeration of the members of the local Pantheon
is as follows :
"At the head of the Pantheon stands a god, II or B.a, of whom
but little is known. Next to him is a Triad, Ana, Bil or Belus,
and Sea or JToa. . . . Each of these is accompanied by a female
principle or wife. . . . Then follows a further Triad. . . . The
members of this Triad are again accompanied by female powers
or wives. . . . Siirki (the Moon), by a goddess whose name is
wholly uncertain, but whose common title is the great lady."—
Eawlinson, The First Monarchy (Chaldasa), vol. i. p. 141.
Beltis . . . . is far more than the mere female power of Bel-
Nimrod, being in fact a separate and very important deity. Her
common title is "the Great goddess." Her favourite title was
"the Mother of the Gods," . . . the "Dea Syria" worshipped
at Hierapolis under the Aryan appellation of Mabog (ma-baga).
In the Assyrian Pantheon, Beltis, "the great mother," the
feminine counterpart of Bel, ranked in Assyria next to " the
(great) Triad," and was "regarded as the queen of fertility,"
etc.1—The Third Monarchy, vol. ii. p. 246.
In referring to the status of women, in this part of the
old world, I must not omit to notice that, in some form or
1
 " The decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions has brought out one very
prominent fact with regard to Babylonian Semitic culture—namely, the great
extent to which the Semitic rulers of the land were indebted to their predecessors,
the non-Semitic Akkadians, for their mythology, arts and sciences. One of the
most marked characteristics of that complex group of nations denominated Tura-
nian, and, in fact, the one common factor, is the belief in magic in its various
forms. The belief in good and evil luck attached to certain days or certain
localities is found in almost every branch. The Chinese superstition of fung
shui—i.e. ' wind and water'—influences a great deal of the daily life of the
native of the Celestial Empire. Similar beliefs are current among all the branches
of the vast Tartar race. Among the Turks it has been to some extent influenced
by the creed of Islam. In Babylonia, under the non-Semitic Akkadian rule, the
dominant creed was the fetish worship, with all its ritual of magic and witchcraft;
and when the Semites conquered the country, the old learning of the land became
- . < * . - • » , ^ 1 1 " 1 ( 1 ! * • • • « » 1 • 1 T " J •
but in full phonetic form in many cases."—Mr. St. C. Boscawen, The Academy,
Nov. 17, 1877. See also M. F. Lenormant, The Academy, July 20, 1878, p. 65,
and Mr. Boscawen's further reply.
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WOMEN IN THE EAST IK OLDEN TIME. 5
other, they were thus early in. possession of a language
of their own. The following passage is taken from a review
of F. Delitzsch's late work, which appeared in the Academy
of May 11, 1878:
"Another interesting fact disclosed by the syllabaries is the
existence of a woman's language among the Accadians. Certain
words, we are told, were peculiar to the women and not used by
the men. This was also the case among the Caribs, where
women were usually stolen from an alien tribe; so, too, the
pronunciation of the women in Greenland is said to differ from
that of the men, and the Basque verb has special forms for
addressing a woman. Even in this country we are familiar
with the language of the nursery. It is evident, however, that
the existence of a woman's language points to a want of intercourse
between husband and wife, and may indicate, as among the Caribs,
a difference of race. "We know from other documents that the
mother in Accad occupied the chief place in the family, in contrast
to the later Semitic usage which regarded the women as inferior
to the men."
With reference to questions that will have to be considered
in future sections of this paper, I cite, in its appropriate
place, the late Mr. G. Smith's observations on the succession
of Turanian brothers in olden times:
" The law of succession to the crown was the same in Elam as
the old Turkish law, that is, on the death of a king his brother
succeeded in preference to his sons, and these latter had to wait
until after the death of their uncles. TJmman-al&as I. had left
sons, but they were passed over in favour of Vrtaki, brother of
TJmman-aldas. TJrtaki also left sons, but these were passed over
in favour of Teumman." — G. Smith, " Assyria, from the Monu-
ments," p. 154.
EGYPT.
I need scarcely enlarge upon the ascertained position of
women in Egypt, from the first recognition of the right of
females to reign, under Binothris of the Second Dynasty of
Thinite kings l—proceeding onwards to their title to admis-
sion into the ranks of the Priesthood under Kephren—but
1
 G. "Wilkinson, vol. ii. p. 26. Birch, Egypt from the Monuments, p. 27.
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6 WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.
we can now quote from authentic Hieroglyphic Monuments
of about 1600 B.C. the example of Hasheps, the sister, wife
and co-ordinate ruler with her brother Thothmes II., who, on
his death, assumed effective sovereignty, and designated her-
self, on the pedestals of the triumphal obelisks at Karnak,
" the pure gold of monarchs." At a later period she asso-
ciated herself with Thothmes III., but takes precedence of
him upon the monuments.1
The power, relative rank, and peculiar fraternal relations
of the Arsenoes and Cleopatras of the age of the Ptolemies
are sufficiently expatiated upon by later classical writers,2
the details of which are further confirmed by the extant
hieroglyphic and Greek inscriptions which have recently
been fully deciphered.3
Herodotus has also told us4 of the business-like aptitude
of the females, and the subordination in some respects of the
males; and some very curious and valuable documents, bearing
on the customs of marriages in Egypt, have lately been in-
terpreted by M. Eug. Revillout (in the Journal Asiatique of
Aout-Septembre, 1877) .5 These documents, translated from
1
 Birch, pp. 83-5. "Wilkinson (vol. ii. p. 52) notices that " her dress is that
of a king."
2
 Diod. Sic. i. 2: " It is a custom among them, that they honour a queen,
and allow her more power and authority than a king, and in their contracts of
marriage authority is given to the wife over her husband."--Booth's translation.
The following recent writers on the subject may also be consulted:—
S. Sharpe, "History of Egypt," 1852, vol. i. p. 18, vol. ii. p. 1. W. Adam,
" Cansanguinity in Marriage," Fortnightly Review, 1865, November 1st and
15th. A. H. Huth, "Marriage of Near Kin," London, 1875, pp. 9-13. See
also an admirable series of papers on the Coins of the Ptolemies, by Mr. R. S.
Poole, in the Numismatic Chronicle, vol. iv. u.s. 1864, and vol. v. 1865.
3
 Ba<ri\evsTiTo\eiia.Tos'nTo\efi.aiovical'Apa-iii6ris, OeSc >ASe\<f>2»', ical $affi\i(T(ra
Bcpevlicri t) a8eA<pri KOI yvvii avrov, rb re/twos '0<ripH. " Le roi Ptolemee, flls de
Ptolemee et d'Arsinoe, dieux freres, et la reine Berenice, sa soeur et sa femme,
(ont eleve) ce temple a Osiris."—Letronne, Insc. de l'Egypte, p. 2.
Recherches sur le Calendrier Macedonien en Egypte, etc., par Robiou, p. 17,
Memoires, p. D. S. a l'Acad^mie, torn. ix. 1878: L'an xxiv. . . "Le roi de la
haute et basse Egypte, fils de dieux Epiphanes, Che"ri de Ptah, fils du soleil,
PtolemSe (Ptolis) vivant a toujours, Cheri de Ptah, avec sa sceur, epouse Ammo-
nienne princesse dame de deux regions Cle'opatre (Kleoptra)." See p. 37,
for corresponding Hieroglyphs. 4 ii. 35.
6
 " Translation of an Egyptian Contract of Marriage," by Eugene Eevillout.
This interesting contract of marriage is written in the demotic character upon
a small sheet of papyrus, No. 2432, Cat. Egyptien, Musee du Louvre. It is
dated in the month of Xoidx, year 33 of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and the contract-
ing parties are Patma, son of Pchelkhons, and the lady, Ta-outem, the daughter
of Rehu. The terms of the deed are extremely singular as to the amount of
dowry required on both sides, together with the clauses providing for repudiation.
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WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME. 7
early papyri, all tend to show the independence, and, in so
far, supremacy of the weaker sex, that the female is always
the conciliated party—her rights being recognized in " pin-
money and pocket-money;" but more important still, the
first-born of all these marriages past, present, or conditional
take rank by the female side, as inheritor of the father's and,
in certain cases, of even ancestral goods. But the essential
matter took the form (in the words of the translator) of
" Ton fils aine*, mon fils aine, sera l'he'ritier de tous mes biens
presents et a venir. Je t'etdblirai comme femme." The trans-
lator sammarizes the tenor of the five contracts he is able to
cite as : i. Y acceptation pour femme ; ii. le don nuptial; iii.
la pension annuelle promise a la femme pour tous les ans,
mais tout particulierement pour la premiere ann£e; iv. la
declaration que le fils ain^ des deux epoux sera l'he'ritier de
tous les biens du mari; with subordinate details under clauses
v. vi. vii. viii.
The important ethnical question of the distribution of the
nations in the Mediterranean basin has also been largely
illustrated by the later decipherments of Egyptologists—a
single passage from which seems to claim a notice in this
place:
"Les ancetres des Sardes, des Sicules, des Etrusques, des Grecs
mimes, sous le nom d'Acheens qu'ils portent communement dans
Homere, des Lyeiens, qui tiennent dans l'lliade une place excep-
tionnelle parmi les allies de Priam, figurent, dans le recit de cette
invasion, avec les peuples de l'Afrique septentrionale. M. Chabas
reconnait aussi, dans les textes du nouvel empire, les Teucriens ou
Troyens, les Dardaniens, qu'Homere aussi en distingue, les Mysiens,
les Meoniens, et parmi les peuples europeens, les Dauniens et les
Osques, qui se sont repandus en Italie."—Rapport, Oriental Con-
gress of Paris, 1873, p. 17.'
After the actual dowry is recited, the rights of the children which may hereafter come
from the marriage, as well as the payment of the mother's pin-money, are secured by
the following clause: " Thy pocket money for one year is besides thy toilet money
which I give thee each year, and it is thy right to exact the payment of thy
toilet money, and thy pocket money, which are to be placed to my account, which
I give thee. Thy eldest son, my eldest son, shall be the heir of all my property,
present and future. I will establish thee as wife."—Society of Biblical Archaeo-
logy, Academy, April 13th, 1878.
1
 See also Dr. Birch, " Egypt from the Monuments," p. 130, under the reign
of Menephtah, the Pharaoh of the Exodus.
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LYCIA.
Hock-cut Lycian Tomb at Antiphellus (Fergusson, p. 226), with a Lycian and
latin inscription, from Forbes and Spratt's "Lycia" (vol. i. p. 72), Texier, PI. cc,
vol. iii. This tomb is supposed to be of archaic execution—and obviously reproduces
wooden ideals. It has been at a later period annexed by a Roman matron,for her own
purposes, who superimposes, in an unusual position, her Latin claims as CLATJDIA
REGELIA HEKENNIA PBIMIGENI SORORISVAE PIETATIS ET MEMOSIA OATSA,
while ignoring, in anything but a pious spirit, the Lycian tenants of the earlier
inhumation. The Lycian inscriptions, as far as they have been deciphered, seem to
have nothing in common with the Boman period.
The earKest mention of a similar condition of society, in
regard to women's rights, to that palseographically extant
in India, occurs in Herodotus, who thus describes, with
due expression of astonishment, the custom prevailing in
Lycia:
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WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME. 9
" Their customs are partly Cretan partly Carian. They have,
however, one singular custom in which they differ from every other
nation in the world. They take the mother's and not the father's
name. Ask a Lycian who he is, and he answers hy giving his own
name, that of his mother, and so on in the female line. Moreover,
if a free woman marry a man who is a slave, their children are full
citizens; hut if a free man marry a foreign woman, or live with a
concubine, even though he be the first person in the State, the
children forfeit all the rights of citizenship."—Herodotus, i. 173;
Eawlinson's Version, vol. i. p. 309.
Socle-cut Lycian Tomb at Antiphellus {Fergussm, History of Architecture, vol. i.
p. 227), from the original drawing in Tender's " Asie Mineure," Plate cci. vol. iii.
This tomb exhibits an advance upon the normal wooden forms, in the Ionic elements
introduced into the more obviously original architectural design represented in
Cut No. I.1
I interrupt the continuity of the illustration of descent by
the female line, in order to exhibit in its proper antiquarian
place a cognate normal custom of Lycia, which is intimately
1
 The only remaining important architectural group in Asia Minor is that of
Lycia. . . . Interesting though they certainly are, they are extremely dishearten-
ing to any one looking for earlier remains in this land, inasmuch as all of them,
and more especially the older ones, indicate distinctly a wooden origin, more
s trongly perhaps than any architectural remains in the "Western world. The
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10 WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.
associated with the continuous and, so to say, essentially
modern practice among the Rajputs in India. Herodotus
observes:
" When Harpagus, after these successes, led his forces into the
Xanthian plain, the Lycians of Xanthus went out to meet him in
the field; though but a small band against a numerous host, they
engaged in battle, and performed many glorious exploits. Over-
powered at last, and forced within their walls, they collected into
the citadel their wives and children, all their treasures, and then-
slaves ; and having so done, fired the building and burnt it to the
ground. After this, they bound themselves together by dreadful
oaths, and sallying forth against the enemy, died sword in hand,
not one escaping."—Herodotus, i. 176; Rawlinson, vol. i. p. 312.
Other ancient authors illustrate and confirm the existence
of this usage as typical and hereditary in Xanthus, and as
having excited Greek and Roman admiration for the third
time at the capture of the city by Brutus.1
The Indian counterpart practice in hopeless sieges is too
well understood and established in the annals of the land
to require much commentary from the local point of view,
but the illustrative example I have selected, in this instance,
oldest of them cannot well be carried farther back than the Persian conquest of
Cyrus and Harpagus. In other words, it seems perfectly evident that up to that
period the Lycians used only wood in their buildings, and that it was only at that
time, and probably from the Greeks and Egyptians, that they, like the Persians
themselves, first learnt to substitute for their frail and perishable structures others
of a more durable material.—Fergusson, Hist. Arch. vol. i. p. 224.
1
 2K yap TO6TOV nal of 4irix<l>pioi -ra \oma i6e\ovTa\ avyKar^irp^aav, Kal
&.\KiiKovs oi irAcious hvexptiaavro.— Dio Cass. xlvii. sect. 34. Appian de Bell.
Civ. iv. 80. adv$wi fief 53) rplrov inrb tr<pa>v abrwv &Tr<bWvvT0, 4\ev6eplas oSyeiea.
—Plutarch in Brutus, sec. xxxi. Langhorne's translation runs as follows:
"But the Lycians were seized with an incredible despair, a kind of frenzy,
which can no otherwise be described than by calling it a passionate desire of
death. Women and children, freemen and slaves, people of all ages and conditions,
strove to repulse the soldiers as they came to their assistance from the walls.
With their own hands they collected wood and reeds, and all manner of com-
bustibles, to spread the fire over the city, and encouraged its progress by every
means in their power. . . . . . Regardless of his (Brutus') entreaties, they
sought by every means in their power to put an end to their lives. Men, women,
and even children, with hideous cries, leaped into the flames. Some threw them-
selves headlong from the walls, and others fell upon the swords of their parents,
opening their breasts, and begging to be slain."
Monumental evidence of the fighting power of the Lycian women seems to be
afforded by the sculpture on the Tomb in the British Museum, where one of the
three combatants, fighting in rank, foot to foot, is clearly intended to represent a
female.
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is again taken from the narrative of a conquering adversary,
whose successes in the far East had as yet presented him
with no similar experience of heroic or wilful self-extermi-
nation.
The capture of Chanderi by the Emperor Babar is thus
told in his Memoirs:
"The reason for this desperate sally from their works was, that,
on giving up the place for lost, they had put to death the whole of
their wives and women, and having resolved to perish, had stripped
themselves naked, in which condition they had rushed out to the
fight; and engaging with ungovernable desperation, drove our
people along the ramparts."—Memoirs of Babar, Erskine, p. 377.1
I pass by for the moment other indications of similarities
and identities, which, perhaps, are not so definite and strik-
ing ; such as the system of elective government so marked in
the Lycian policy among the Western nations—appa ently
extending to the old Etruscan cities—which finds counter-
parts in so many instances in India, the classical evidence
of which I designedly place upon record under its proper
Lycian head :
" There are three-and-twenty cities in this [Lycian] body, which
have votes. They assemble from each city at a general congress,
and select what city they please for their place of meeting. Each
of the largest cities commands three votes, those of intermediate
importance two, and the rest one vote. They contribute in the
same proportion to taxes and other public charges. . . . . At the
congress a 1/yciareh is first elected, then the other officers of the
body It was the fortune of these people, who lived under
such an excellent government, to retain their liberty under the
Eomans, and the laws and institutions of their ancestors."—Strabo,
xiv. ciii. 3. 4.
I likewise reserve any examination of the tendency to
utilize Nature's rocks in the form of tombs or temples, of
1
 Col. Tod naturally supplies numerous instances of Jauhar, or "immolation of
females," from the annals of the Rajputs.—vol. i. p. 265. 13,000 females were
sacrificed at Cheetore, on its capture by Buhadar Shah of Guzerat.—p. 311.
At. vol. ii. p. 251 he explains the Sohag; the Sohagun is one who becomes Sati
previous to her lord's death.
Elliot's Historians. Jauhar (the Hindu practice), vol. iv. pp. 277, 534 ; vol.
v. pp. 173, 328, 665 ; vol. vi. p. 121; vol. vii. p. 50.
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12 "WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.
which examples extend, even to the coincidence of wooden
forms, from Etruria to the western coast of India. But I
wish to connect so much of effective Scythism with Lycia
and the proximate province of Caria,1 as extends to the
leading position assigned to the typical Scythian weapon the
Sagara, or double-faced axe, on the buildings, and as the
normal coin emblem of Mylasa.8 The recurrence of the same
national weapon amid the discoveries at Mycsene,3 in the
records of the Oxford Marbles,4 at Pterium in Cappadocia,
and in other parts of Asia Minor,5 amid the avowed sculp-
tures of the Sacse, sufficiently determines its symbolic
mission and representative import.
This national symbol reappears on the currencies of
Maussollus and his successors, now sanctified with the
associate worship of Zeus Labrandenus.6
CAEIA.
Caria—seated on a promontory or elbow of land, which
geographically commanded the sea-way of the growing inter-
1
 Herodotus' account of the ethnography of the Carians is as follows : " This
then is the account the Cretans give of the Carians; the Carians themselves,
however, do not admit its correctness ; but consider themselves to be aboriginal
inhabitants of the continent, and always to have gone under the same name as
they now do. And in testimony of this, they show an ancient temple of Jupiter
Carius at Mylasa, which the Mysians and Lydians share, as kinsmen of the
Carians, . . but none who are of a different nation, though of the same language
with the Carians, are allowed to share it (172). The Caunians, in my
opinion, are aboriginals, though they say they are from Crete . . . (173). The
Lycians were originally sprung from Crete, for in ancient time Crete was entirely
in the possession of Barbarians."—Herodotus i. sec. 171, etc.
2
 " I mentioned in my former journal a fine arched gateway, which was still
remaining; . . . . I have sketched the outer side, showing on the keystone the
sacrificial axe, [the Sagara]. This emblem I have seen on four different key-
stones, built into various walls in the town, showing that it must have been very
commonly used in the architecture of the city. . . . I have obtained coins of the
ancient city, with the same emblem upon them."—Fellows' Discoveries in Lycia
(roy. 8vo. 1851), p. 75.
3
 Schliemann, pp. 218, 353-354.
* Part ii. p. 11. See also Homer, Od. v. 220.
6
 Texier, Asie Mineure, vol. i. p. 220, pi. 76.
6
 Leake, Numismata Hellen., p. 64 : Maussollus. Ob. Head of Apollo.
Rev. MAT22HAAO. Jupiter Labrandenus in his right hand the \dppvs of
bipennis, or double axe. Idrieus same type IAPIfflS. Pixodarus same type
niEflAAPoY. See also L. Miiller, Numismatique d'Alexandre le Grand (1855),
p . 254 et seq.
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WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME. 13
communication of the eastern shores of the Mediterranean—
inhabited by a bilingual people, participating, alike, in the
more matured knowledge of the East, and ever ready to
associate itself with the advancing progress of the Greeks,
mercenary, yet heroic—was obviously destined to play an
important role in the development of the Aryan nationalities,
which by degrees established themselves, within its influence,
to the Westward. Hence its traditions and more denned
history have peculiar claim upon the consideration of those
who seek to trace the growth and sectional spread of the
intruding races in the midland sea.
But of more immediate interest in the present inquiry
is the leading position occupied by no less than three
Queens in the limited historical lists of the Carian Dynasts.
We are told of the deeds of the first Artemisia, when
Queen Regnant, at the battle of Salamis,1 which induced
Xerxes to exclaim, " My men have become women, my
women men;"2 while the Greeks, on their part, were
astonished and naturally indignant at being defeated by a
woman, and offered fabulous rewards for her ultimate capture.3
Scarcely less celebrated was the second Artemisia, the
sister, wife, and successor of Maussollus, who added to her
triumphs in war, an immortality in the arts of peace, in the
erection of one of the seven wonders of the ancient world—
the celebrated tomb of her husband at Halicarnassus.
And lastly, Ada, who obtained the kingdom on the death
of her brother and husband Hidrieus.4
1
 " Of the other captains I make no mention, as I deem it unnecessary, except of
Artemisia, whom I most admire, as having, though a woman, joined this expedi-
tion (of Xerxes) against Greece; who, her husband being dead, herself holding
the sovereignty while her son was under age, joined the expedition from a feeling
of courage and manly spirit, though there was no necessity for her doing so. Her
name was Artemisia, daughter of Lygdamis, and by birth she was of Halicar-
nassus on her father's side, and on her mother's a Cretan."—Herodotus vii. 99.
See also viii. 67-9 and 87.
2
 Herod, viii. 88.
3
 93. "And besides, a reward of 10,000 drachmas was offered to whoever
should take her alive, for they (the Athenians) considered it a great indignity that
a woman should make war against Athens."—Also 101-3, 107.
94. " The Athenians say that Adimantus, the Corinthian admiral, being dis-
mayed and excessively frightened, hoisted sail and fled."
4
 " Hecatomnus, who was then king of the Carians, had three sons, Maussollus,
Hidrieus, and Pixodarus, and two daughters. Maussollus, the eldest son, married
Artemisia, the eldest daughter; Hidrieus, the second son, married Ada, the other
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14 "WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.
In this case we may trace the growing Greek prejudice
against the rule of females, in the successful effort of her
younger brother Pixodarus to supersede her in her effective
government. She seems, however, to have been largely sup-
ported by the traditional national opinion, as she was able to
retain the fortress of Alinda, till Alexander the Great re-
instated her as Queen of Caria; she, on her part, adopting
him as a son, which perhaps conveyed a larger meaning in
a local sense than we should attribute to it in the present day.
It has been the modern custom to infer, somewhat loosely,
that all females represented in Greek art as armed or in
a fighting attitude—with the single exception of obvious
Minervas—ought to be classed as Amazons.
This idea is susceptible of some modification.
In the special instance of the Tomb of Maussollus, with
which we are more directly concerned, we find that the
building was surmounted by the statue of Maussollus him-
self in the full dignity of his quadriga, and it is natural
to conclude that the side and subordinate decorations should
bear some reference to the ancestral triumphs of the Dynasts
of Caria, or to the comparatively living glories of the later
rulers of the race, represented by the second Artemisia. We
have the testimony of inscriptions to the fact that she ac-
cepted statues during the lifetime of her husband,1 and that
sister. Maussollus came to the throne, and dying without children, left the king-
dom to his wife. . . . Hidrieus succeeded her; he died a natural death, and was
succeeded hy his wife Ada. . . . But Ada, the daughter of Hecatomnus, whom
Pixodarus ejected, entreated Alexander, and endeavoured to prevail upon him to
reinstate her in her kingdom. . . . She promised (in return) her assistance in
reducing to obedience the parts of the country which had revolted; for the
persons who were in possession of them were her relations and subjects. She
also delivered up Alinda, where she herself resided. Alexander granted her
request and proclaimed her queen."—Strabo xiv. ii. 17.
Arrian (i. 25) says " it had been an ancient custom among Asiatics ever since
the time of Semiramis, that the widow should reign after her husband's decease."
—Rooke's translation.
" Ada, whom he (Alexander) called his mother, and had made Queen of Caria."
—Langhorne. Plutarch, in Vit. Alex.
1
 " In an inscription found at Erythra in Ionia, by M. Lebas, the people of
that city decree that Maussollus shall be their proxenor, granting him the right of
citizenship, and other privileges attached to the proxenia. They further declare
him to be their benefactor, and in gratitude for the services he has rendered, decree
that his statue, in bronze, shall be placed in their Agora, and a statue of Arte-
misia, in marble, in the temple of Athene; also that a crown of gold of the value
of 60 darics shall be presented to Maussollus, and one of the value of 30 darics to
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WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME. 15
in her independent widowhood she fought and conquered,
and set up typical groups in which her own person formed
the leading representative.1
In the case of the Mausoleum, Mr. Newton's discoveries
have proved that on the north side of the tomb there was
found a colossal seated female figure, corresponding, we may
suppose, to the displaced male figure lying on the east.
This could scarcely have been intended for any one but
Artemisia herself. So, also, the so-called equestrian Amazon,
" whose costume resembles that of the Persians on the
temple of the "Wingless Victory at Athens," 2 is less
likely to have been the embodiment of one of the mystic
creations of the Greek poets—a quasi-Cossack female, or
nominal Amazon—than one of the combative queens of
the race so distinguished for the fighting power of its
weaker sex.
But besides this, we have to inquire what evidence there
is of the very existence of Amazons.
Homer only alludes to them, in general terms, as " man-
opposing Amazons," 'A/J,a$ves avridveipat (II. iii. 189),
Artemisia. In this inscription he is honoured with the title of king (Bcuri\eis)."
—Newton, vol. i. p. 45.
In reference to the questions of self-government, adverted to above, I continue
my quotations from Mr. Newton's work : " Three interesting decrees of the city
of Mylasa, which have been discovered on that site, throw some light on the in-
ternal administration of Mausolus. From these documents, of which the respective
dates are the 39th year of the reign of Artaxerxes Mnemon, B.C. 367 ; the 45th
year of the same reign, B.C. 361; and the 5th year of the reign of Artaxerxes
Ochus, B.C. 355, we learn that, up to the latest of these dates, Mausolus ruled in
Caria with the title of Satrap."—Newton, Halicarnassus, vol. ii. p. 42.
In No. I. we find details of " the capital condemnation of Araissis is by virtue
of a warrant from the king, the confiscation of the conspirator's property being
decreed by the city of Mylasa, by vote of the ecclesia, ratified by the tribes, in
accordance with the laws of the state."—p. 43.
1
 Itaque post mortem Mausoli, Artemisia uxore ejus regnante, Rhodii indig-
nantes, mulierem imperare civitatibus Carise totius, armata classe profecti sunt, ut
id regnum occuparent . . .
Tune Artemisia Rhodo capta, principibus occisis, trophseum in urbe Ehodo
suse victorise constituit, seneasque duas sfcatuas fecit, unam Rhodiorum civitatis,
alteram suse imaginis; et ita figuravit Rhodiorum civitati stigmata imponentem.
—Vitruvius ii. viii. (vol. i. p. 185).
Pausanias seems to have confounded the second Artemisia with the earlier
heroine of Salamis: " There is a statue too, in the same place (in the Persian
porch at Sparta), of Artemisia, the daughter of Lygdamis, Queen of Halicarnassus.
They report that she voluntarily assisted Xerxes against the Greeks, and behaved
very valiantly at Salamis."—Pausanias, book iii. Laconics, cap. xi. Translation,
J. T. Taylor, London, 1824.
2
 Vaux, " Greek Cities of Asia Minor" (1877), p. 70.
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16 WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.
and, in reference to the fabulous trials of Bellerophon, under
the same designation (vi. 186), without describing them
further.
Herodotus is more specific, and represents them as clothed
like and indistinguishable from men, except in the absence
of beards, so that their sex was only discovered on the
stripping the bodies of the slain.1
He mentions, also, that " the Scythians call the Amazons
Aiorpata, and this name, in the Grecian language, means
man-slayers, for they call Aior a man, and pata to kill."
Strabo discredits the whole of the series of stories regard-
ing the Amazons, and while reproducing the old tales in
portions of his work, evidently looks upon them as simply
mythical (xi. y. 3, etc.).2 In effect, to constitute a conven-
tional nation of Amazons, it seems merely to have been
necessary that they should be led, commanded by, or rywaiKo-
KpcvTovfievol, "ruled over by women."
To complete these casual references to the race of women
who conceived and achieved the completion of one of the
world's highest art monuments, we must not omit to follow
the primary motive in the Scythic devotion to the graves of
their ancestors.
It was their leading idea, put into the concrete by
Herodotus, in the terms—"We have no cities nor culti-
vated lands, for which we are under any apprehension. . . .
Yet . . . we have the sepulchres of our ancestors: come,
and find these, and attempt to disturb them, then you
will know whether we will fight for our sepulchres or
not" (iv. 127).
Was not therefore this technic triumph of combined Greek
art with traditions of earthen tumuli and corresponding
Egyptian pyramids, the simple, though perfected, outcome
of the normal ideas of a nomad race ?
1 Herodotus iv. 110. 117: "We also performed a valiant exploit against the
Amazons, who once made an irruption into Attica from the river Thermodon;
and in the Trojan war were inferior to none."—ix. 27.
2
 He mentions casually in book xi. cap. v. see. 1, that the so-called Amazons
are supposed to employ the javelin, how, and "safaris," and in xi. viii. 6 he
assigns the national " sagaris of brass" to the Massagetse. See also xii. iii. 9.
21. 22. 24.
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In concluding my references to Caria, I must not omit to
notice the eminently classic tomb of the earlier members
of the dynasty at Cadyanda,1 where the sculptor apparently
presents us with such admirable types of the female form.
The inscriptions consist chiefly of the names and titles of the
various individuals depicted on the tomb, placed as closely
as possible in direct scenic order as space permitted, above
or below the persons indicated,2 a custom of aiding an
artist's intentions, which extended to Etruria; these legends
are given in Greek, with irregular counterparts in Carian.
They have as yet been only partially deciphered,3 but the
definite name of EKATOMNAS is repeated, with the associate
Carian version as IKATAMNA, and, in one instance, with the ad-
dition of the words KO TOMMOAI, "King of the Tmmoli." 4 The
Carian title reads doubtfully, Sipparama Mola.5 Other names
likewise can only be suggestively proposed, but they seem to
contribute the names of EAPIIAAAEIAAS 6 with the usual addi-
tion of his SAAA or "tomb"—MEIOME5OS7—MIENAINMIS—PIOBA—
KIAPAMG and 2E2Kn2.8
Other Carian inscriptions furnish us with evidence of the
rule of succession from brother to brother in the priesthood
of Poseidon,9 following in effect the order of kingly inheri-
tance already noticed in Sumer and Elam.10
1
 Fellows' Lycia, 1841, Plate, p. 116, and Frontispiece. A cast of this lias-relief
is in the British Museum, sadly disfigured by a thick coating of brown-red paint.
See also Spratt and Forbes' Lycia, 1847, vol. i. p. 40.
2
 Pausanias, x. 25-26. Grote, vol. i. p. 297.
3
 Boeckh, No. 4225, vol. iii. p. 133.
4
 K6n, a king, a ruler ; in honorific usage a shepherd, or man of the shepherd
caste; kon-mei, royal authority. Another form of the same word is ko, a king,
a god. K6yil in ordinary Tamil means a temple; in the Old Tamil of the
Syrian inscriptions it means a palace ; literally, ko-il, the king's house. It is
hard to determine whether ko or kon is to be regarded as the primitive form of
this word. Compare the Turkish and Mongolian khdn : also khagdn, a ruler ;
Ostiak khon.—Caldwell, Dravidian Grammar, edit. 1875, p. 504.
\j\ — '•'•£->, "Leader of the army"? Leake notices that
" Separzza was the Lycian name of the sons of Harpagus."
6
 Ameraldas. Umman-aldas f See ante,-p. 5.
7
 Mv6vyri<ros, Myonnesos P
TtT Mors? 2E2Kn2 is, however, given as a name in vol. ii.
No. 2691, of the Carian lists, in Boeckh's comprehensive work.
9
 Boeckh, vol. ii. p. 449, No. 2655. Newton, Halicarnassus, and in the Nine-
teenth Century, 1878, p. 1042.
10
 P. 5, ante.
VOL. xi.—[NEW SERIES.] 2
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E T B U R I A .
Etruscan Rock-cut Tomb, at Casteld'Asso (Fergusson,^. 285), from the "Annah
dell' Instituto." The opening formula of the Etruscan inscription can be traced in
the corresponding Latin letters as ECA SUTHI, reading from right to left.1
The spread of the Lycian custom of reliance upon maternity,
in the archaic times,3 its extension to Etruria, together with
other conventional symbols of Lycian or proximate Lydian3
civilization, is marked and determined. Dennis, in his great
work on Etruria, observes:
"The mention of the mother's name after the father's is a genuine
Etrascanism. It is general in Etruscan epitaphs, and was retained
even under the Eoman domination, for some sarcophagi bear similar
epitaphs in Latin, with ' natus' affixed to the mother's name.
" This custom the Etruscans must have derived from the East,
as it is not practised by the Greeks or Eomans; but the Lycians
always traced their descent through the maternal line, to the total
exclusion of the paternal."—Dennis (1848), vol. i. p. 133.
1
 Dennis's Etruria, vol. i. p. 242. Bullettino dell' Instituto, 1833, plate of in-
scriptions, page 72.
2
 " In the funereal inscriptions copied from the monuments in these cities, all
the pedigrees of the deceased, with one exception, are derived from the mothers;
the exception is on the tomb of the Greek copied at Limyra, and he was evidently
a foreigner, from having his monument inscribed in both languages."—Fellows'
Asia Minor and Lycia (1852), p. 413.
3
 Appian, lxvi., Pliny, xxxiii. 4, Plutarch in Romulus.
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" The singular custom of the Lycians of tracing their descent
by the maternal line, obtained also among the Etruscans, alone
among the nations of antiquity."—Pref. p. xlii.1
The Rev. I. Taylor, in speaking of the seventeen Bilingual
Inscriptions, or the seventeen Etruscan records to which Latin
glosses or parallel versions are appended, continues these
comparisons: " We have seen that the paternal descent is in
two instances omitted from the Etruscan record, but care-
fully recorded in the Latin version. In like manner the
maternal descent is in three instances omitted from the
Latin version, but recorded in the Etruscan. The ethno-
logical import of this difference has already been insisted on.
There is no true Latin metronymic, but in four cases the
Etruscan metronymic is translated by means of the Latin
word Natus."8—p. 256.
Elsewhere Mr. Taylor remarks : " It is very significant
from an ethnological point of view, that no word for
' father' has as yet been detected in the inscriptions. The
words denoting husband and wife are also somewhat doubt-
ful."—p. 245.
In these instances we may follow the upward or reflex
advance of Aryan influences in Italy, and the effect of Latin
civilization in superseding the remains of local Scythism, in
1
 Dennis, vol. ii. p. 189, incidentally remarks : " Of marriages, no representa-
tion, which has not a mythical reference, has yet been found on the sepulchral
urns of Etruria, though most of the earlier writers on these antiquities mistook
the farewell-scenes, presently to be described, where persons of opposite sexes
stand hand in hand, for scenes of nuptial festivity."
* In another place Mr. Taylor adds, " It must be remembered that the records
of the Etruscan tombs extend over several centuries. . . . The bilingual inscrip-
tions belong to the time when the Etruscan language was giving place to Latin,
and they therefore exhibit the system of nomenclature in its most elaborate form,
and partake to some extent of the peculiarities introduced from the Roman system."
—p. 254. One of the best bilingual inscriptions in Latin and Etruscan occurs on a
sarcophagus found at Perugia. Mr. 1. Taylor arranges the counterpart legends
as follows:
Latin. P. VOLUMNITJS A.F. VIOLENS, CAFATIA NATUS.
Etruscan. PUP. VELIMNA AU. CAHATIAL.
Among other remarks Mr. Taylor notices that " Cahatial, the last word of the
Etruscan record, is equivalent to Cafatia natus, the last words of the Latin in-
scription. In another bilingual inscription the Etruscan word Cainal is in like
manner translated by Cainnia natus. Hence we learn positively the meaning of
the suffix al, which occurs many hundred times in Etruscan inscriptions. It was
the regular Etruscan metronymic ; it is usually appended to the mother's name,
and means ' child' or ' born of.' "
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20 WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.
contrast to the earlier downward pressure of the Turanian
nations upon the original Aryan home to the south-east of
the Caspian.
In conclusion of this section of the subject of the status
of women in Etruria in ancient days, I quote Mr. Dennis'
mature conclusions from the comprehensive data supplied
alike by the illustrations painted on extant fictile vases, and
the surroundings and inner testimonies of the tombs them-
selves :
" The equality of women in the social scale of Etruria may also
be learned from the figures on these urns. It is evident that no
inferior respect was paid to the fair sex when dead, that as much
labour and expense were bestowed on their sepulchral decorations
as those of their lords. In fact, it has generally been remarked that
the tombs of women are more highly ornamented and richly fur-
nished than those of the opposite sex."—Dennis (new edition), vol.
ii. p. 162.
To these casual coincidences of mind and matter I must
supplement the curious identity of reckoning, now proved to
have obtained at our extreme points of comparison, between
Etruria and India, in the normal use of the numbers 4 and 16.
It has hitherto been supposed that the development of this
system of reckoning was peculiar to India;1 but the re-
peated 4 s of the early allusions to cities and nations in the
valley of the Euphrates2 seems to indicate a wider spread of
this most practical system of arithmetic. The Etruscan
method of dealing with fours has, so far, been understood
and generally recognized, but it has been lately definitely
illustrated by the discovery of a bronze disc at Settima,
near Piacenza,3 which is divided into " 36 compartments—
16 are round the rim, 16 on the upper surface of the disc,
and 4 on the cone—constituting the Etruscan Templum, used
by the Augurs for dividing the firmament into 16 regions."
1
 Ancient Indian Weights, Numismata Orientalia, No. I. p. 18.
2
 Rawlinson's Ancient Monarchies, vol. i. p. 19, vol. ii. p. 325; and Sir H.
Eawlinson, J.E.A.S. Vol. I. N.S. p. 193.
3
 Athenaum, 23rd Nov. 1878, p. 664.
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PERSIA.
TOMB OF DAKIUS AT NAKSH-I-EUSTAM.—Fergusson, vol. i. p. 195.
Sir H. Rawlinson's impressions in regard to the prevalence
of the Scythic element in Media were summarized so long
ago as 1854-5, in the following terms:
" I will only remark, that it must have been during this interval
that nationalities were first established; and that the aboriginal
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Scyths or Hamites appear to have been the principal movers in the
great work of social organization. They would seem, indeed,
simultaneously or progressively, to have passed in one direction by
Southern Persia into India; in another, through Southern Arabia
to ^Ethiopia, Egypt and Numidia."—Sir H. Eawlinson, J.E.A.8.
Vol. XV. p. 235.
In conclusion, he elsewhere adds :
"We further observe that in the Greek writers, from the time of
Alexander downwards, the Sacse and Cadusii are so mixed up with
the Northern Medes as to be absolutely indistinguishable from
them The second column of the trilingual Inscriptions of
the Achsemenidae, which has hitherto borne the title of Median, is
now found to be written in a lond-fide Scythic dialect, and to be
evidently addressed as their vernacular language to the mass of
the subjects of the Great King, as distinguished from the native
Persians and the conquered Babylonians."—Sir H. Rawlinson,
J.R.A.S. Vol. XV. p. 245.
We may further test these propositions, in their bearing
upon the influence of the female sex, by the historical con-
tributions of the Greek writers.
We find Cyrus, on his accession, honouring the daughter
of Astyages as a mother (Queen Mother ?J, and then, on the
death of Spitames, improving his title to the throne of her
father by making her his wife ; 1 while, at the last, Cyrus
is found admonishing his sons to obey in all things their
mother.
The family custom of recognizing the female line of
descent crops-up continually in the annals of the ruling
Achsemenidse, and may be traced throughout the Dynasty
1
 Herodotus, vii. 11, makes Cyrus and Cambyses sons of Achsemenes. Darius
thinks it essential to marry a daughter of Cyrus, vii. 11. Ctesias Fragmenta C.
Muller, p . 43 : KO.1 T^V dvyarepa. 'A/tiny -nplntpov p^v juijrpi/c^s oiroAaB<ra< Tijuf/j,
€7r«Ta St\ (ca! eh yvvaiKa clx^vvai T§ Kvptf.
So also the Scythian Scylas, of whom Herodotus tells us, " Ariapithes met his
death by treachery at the hands of Spargapithes, King of Agathyrsi, and Scylas
succeeded to the kingdom, and his father's wife, whose name was Opsea; this
Opaea was a native, by whom Ariapithes had a son, Oricus."—iv. 78. " Their
(the Persians') mode of burial is to smear the bodies over with wax, and then
to inter them. The Magi are not buried, but the birds are allowed to devour
them. These persons, according to the usage of the country, espouse even their
mothers."—Strabo, xv. iii. 20.
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in the pages of Ctesias, who knew so much of the domestic
life of the nation.1
In the case of Darius, with his Aryan tendencies, an effort
seems to have been made to resist the hereditary Scythic
feeling of the position due to females of the royal line,—
hence in his inscriptions he ignores any relationship either
to Cyrus or Cambyses.
Col. i. para. 2. " And says Darius the king:—My father was
Hystaspes; the father of Hystaspes was Arsames; the father of
Arsames was Ariyarames ; the father of Ariyarames was Teispes ;
the father of Teispes was Achsemenes.
Para. 3. "And says Darius the king, on that account we are
called Achaemenians
Para. 4. " . . . Eight kings of my race have held the kingdom
hefore me, I am the ninth
Para. 10. " . . . "When I became king:—My predecessor, named
Cambyses, was the son of Cyrus, and his brother, by the same
father and mother, was named Bardes. Cambyses killed Bardes.
Para. 14. "And says Darius the king :—The kingdom that had
been taken away from our family, that I recovered. . . . And I
established the kingdom . . . both Persia and Media, and the other
provinces."—Edwin Norris, J.B.A.S. Vol. XV.o.s. pp. 99, 136, 431.
" The following inscription has no Persian or Babylonian version.
'"Darius king said: by favour of Ormazd I a tablet elsewhere
(or otherwise) have made Arian, which formerly not was; . . . .
and . . . . I made, and is written, and I sending (?) then the
tablet before province all in I sent, the people knew (?).' "—Edwin
Norris, J.R.A.S. Vol. XV. o.s. pp. 135, 145.
" The seven associates are enumerated by Darius in his Behistun
Inscription (himself and six others), ' Intaphernes, Otanes, Gobryas,
1
 The leading position of the daughters and female relations of the Kings may
be traced in the numerous instances of their names appearing so ostentatiously in
the lists of the army of Xerxes. They may be outlined, for the moment, as follows:
" Otanes, father of Amestris, wife of Xerxes.
" Hystaspes, son of Darius and Atossa, daughter of Cyrus, commanded the
Bactrians and Sacse.
" The Arabians and Ethiopians who dwell above Egypt were commanded by
Arsames, son of Darius and Artystone, daughter of Cyrus, whom Darius loved
more than all his wives, and whose image he had made of beaten gold.
"Gobryas, son of Darius and Artystone, (commanded) the Mariandyans, . . etc.
" Artochmes, who had married a daughter of Darius, commanded, . . . etc.
" Ariomardus, son of Darius and Parmys, daughter of Smerdis, son of Cyrus,
. . . etc."—Herodotus, vii. 61, et seq.
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Hydarnes, Jfegabyzus, and Ardomanes,' all Persians, with their
fathers' names carefully defined."—J.R.A.S. Yol. XV. p. 145.
But with all these pretentious proclamations we find Darius
anxious to strengthen his position by marrying Atossa, and
Herodotus has preserved a record of how much that marriage
influenced his choice of his own successor.
"Now Darius, even before he became king, had three sons born
to him by his former wife, the daughter of Gobryas ; and after his
accession to the throne four others by Atossa, daughter of Cyrus.
Of the former, Artabazanes was the eldest Artabazanes
urged that he was the eldest of all the sons, and that it was the
established usage among all men that the eldest son should succeed
to the sovereignty : on the other hand, Xerxes alleged that he was
son of Atossa, daughter of Cyrus, and that it was Cyrus who had
acquired freedom for the Persians Xerxes having availed
himself of the suggestion of Demaratus (of the parallel Spartan
custom), Darius, acknowledging that he said what was just, de-
clared him king. But it appears to me that even without this
suggestion Xerxes would have been made king; for Atossa had
unbounded influence."—Herodotus vii. 3-4.
With reference to these recovered Cuneiform and parallel
traditional data, it amounts to something beyond a curious
coincidence that, if we read the 1st Chapter of Esther by the
light of this attempted reduction of the power of the sex to the
required Aryan level, we discover alike the independent status
of the crowned queen and the national effort on the part of the
seven Persians to humiliate and retain in subjection the wives
of their own houses. The text runs in our Authorized Yersion:
" 1 . Now it came to pass in the days of Ahasuerus, (this is
Ahasuerus which reigned, from India even unto Ethiopia, over an
hundred and seven and twenty provinces : ) . . . .
" 3 . In the third year of his reign, he made a feast. . . .
" 9 . Also Yashti the queen made a feast for the women of the
royal house. . . .
"10. On the seventh day, when the heart of the king was merry
with wine, he commanded. . . .
" 11. To bring Vashti the queen before the king with the crown
royal, to shew the people and the princes her beauty: for she was
fair to look on.
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"12. But the queen Yashti refused to come "
The punishment decreed by the seveD princes of Persia and
Media, "which sat first in the kingdom," "that Vashti come no
more before king Ahasuerus." 1
" 20. And when the king's decree . . . . shall be published
. . . . all wives shall give to their husbands honour, both to great
and small.
"22. He sent letters into the king's provinces, into every pro-
vince according to the writing thereof, and to every people after
their language, that every man should bear rule in his own house."
That the seven Persians did not succeed in permanently
changing the established prestige or defeating the claims of
Queens or Queen-Mothers, we may gather from Plutarch's
account of the royal household of Artaxerxes Mnemon,
where he says:
" None had been admitted to the king of Persia's table but his
mother and his wife; the former of which sat above him, and the
latter below him."—Plutarch in Artaxerxes.
SCYTHIA.
I have taken it for granted that the number of prominent
examples and admitted power of Scythian Queens formed an
essential feature in the camp-life of the various tribes, but so
innate was the theory of their tent dominancy that we find
their successors, up to comparatively modern days, equally in
possession of power and influence, especially in regal families.
Tabari, in speaking of Bahrain Chobin's adventures in
Turkestan, incidentally remarks:
"Ensuite Bahram voulut aussi rendre un service a la grande
Khatun; car chez les Turks toutes les affaires se font par les
femmes."—Zotenberg's Tabari, vol. ii. p. 302.
D'Ohsson's account of the position occupied by the cele-
brated Turkhan Khatun is more individualized:
" Le sultan Tacasch avait epouse Turcan-Khatoune, fille de
Djinkeschi, khan de la tribu bayaoute, l'une des branches de la
nation Cancali
1
 See also the view, from a Semitic standpoint, in Josephus, Ant. book xi.
cap. vi. sec. 1, 2.
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" Turcan-Khatonne, mere de sultan ('Aid ud din Mahammad bin
Takash), etait a la tete du parti form6 par les gen6raux de sa
nation, et donee d'un grand caractere, elle exerc,ait un pouvoir egal
a celui de son fils. Lorsqu'il arrivait, dans quelque lieu de 1'empire,
deux ordres difEerents sur le meme objet, l'un de Mohammed, l'autre
de Turcan-Khatoune, on examinait uniquement leurs dates, et l'on
executait celui qui etait le plus recent. Mohammed n'acquerait
pas une province qu'il n'en assignat un district considerable a sa
mere, pour augmenter son apanage. Elle avait sept secretaires
qui etaient tous des homines d'un merite distingue. Son mono-
gramme (Tougra), qu'elle ecrivait de sa main sur ses ordonnances;
se composait de ces mots: Protectrioe du monde et de la foi, Turkan
reine des femmes de Funivers ; et sa devise etait: Dieu seul est mon
refuge. Elle prenait le titre de Khoudavend-Djihan, ou de souve-
raine du monde." '—D'Ohsson, vol. i. p. 198.2
That this Queen's power has not been overstated may be
gathered from the fact that she claimed and exercised that
attribute of supreme royalty—so guarded by Eastern po-
tentates—of the right to coin money. The following is my
hitherto unpublished reading of her supposedly unique gold
piece, now in the Gnthrie Collection at Berlin.
GOID COIN OF TT/EKHAN
Rev.Obv. <t)JI
A LJ I i\ A II
<c_UI
A—JJ




 " Turkan-Khatoune fut conduite par Tchinguiz-Khan en Tartarie, et mourut,
en 1233, dans la ville de Caracouroum."—p. 260.
See also De Guignes, book xiv. p. 275, and XT. p. S2; Price, Muhammadan
History, vol. ii. pp. 393, etc.; Thomas, ' Path&ns,' p. 104.
2
 " Several ladies of the name of Bulugh&n (' Zibellina') have a place in
Mongol-Persian history. The one here indicated, a lady of great beauty and
ability, was known as the Great Khatun Bulughan, and was (according to strange
Mongol custom) successively the wife of Abaka and of his son Arghun, Mongol
sovereign of Persia."—Yule, Marco Polo, vol. i. p. 32.
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As in the above case we recognize the exercise of the
right to coin, so in the subjoined instance we find that
women's names were exceptionally entitled to a place in
inscriptions, but in a subdued sense, so as to accord with
progressive Semitic surrenders to the supremacy of man.
On the tower of the Atabegs at Nakhitshevan, A.H. 582,
conjoined with the Muslim husband's names and titles, we
read the record of Muminah Katun, in the following terms :
\^/*.9-j ^ j jU i - fc*sty* ^AJM^] ) /•Lrf}!! i*«<iC ^J jJ ! j L j jJ i
J <dJl._M. Khanikof, Journal Asiatique, 1862, p. 114.
INDIA.
OP THE LOMAS BISHI CATE, IN BEHAR.
" The frontispiece is singularly interesting, as representing in the rock the form
of structural chaityas of the age1 {circa B.C. 260 or 264, or the twelfth year of
Asoka)." [This example, to my understanding, seems to have been a direct imita-
tion of the wooden substructure and heavy pointed thatch of the locality."]
1
 " General Cunningham (Arch. Bep. vol. i. p. 46) and others are in the habit
of calling this an Egyptian form. This it certainly is not, as no Egyptian door-
way had sloping jambs. Nor can it properly be called Pelasgic. The Pelasgi
did use that form, but derived it from stone constructions. The Indians only
obtained it from wood."—Fergusson, foot-note, p. 109.
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The customs bearing upon the forms of marriage in India
were many and various, as was to be expected amid the
diverse and imperfectly discriminated nationalities which
contributed to the general population of the continent, and
the contrasted degrees of advancement in civilization at-
tained by each tribal or concrete national division. We can
cite examples of simple barbarism or cattle-like bestiality, of
Polygamy and Polyandria coexisting under the same royal
roof, the Purdnik recognition of Hetairism, and, what is
more directly to the purpose, we can now appeal to inscrip-
tions and coins to prove the leading part taken by females
in the record of the affiliation by the maternal line, to the
exclusion or subordination of the name of the father.
We are scarcely concerned with the earliest phase of
sexual intercourse in India, though reference is naively
made to it in the pages of Manu, and it is freely denounced
by the classical writers of Alexander's period.
My first quotation in this direction is from the Mahabha-
rata, the great national epic, which was esteemed as next in
authenticity to the Scriptures themselves, and was sufficiently
sanctified to be ordered to be read in the Temples. We here
see Draupadi assigned by the existing usage of the strange
tribe, into which she married, to the embraces of five
husbands : and later on, we find her even expatiating on the
advantages of such an arrangement.
When, by the rules regulating the visits of each husband
in turn, Arjuna breaks the Massagetic law,1 he has to suffer
the appointed twelve years' exile. In the course of his
wanderings, it seems that it was permissible to him to take
1
 "When Cyrus had conquered this nation, he was anxious to reduce the
Massagetse to subjection There are some who say that this nation is
Scythian."—Herodotus, i. sec. 201.
" It is said that sexual intercourse among these people takes place openly as
with cattle."—sec. 203.
" A woman whose husband was dead was queen of the Massagetse; her name
was Tomyris."—sec. 205.
" The Massagetse resemble the Scythians in their dress and mode of living. . .
—sec. 215. Their manners are as follows : Each man marries a wife, but they
use women promiscuously . . . When a Massagetan desires to have the com-
pany of a woman, he hangs up his quiver in front of her chariot (waggon), and
has intercourse with her without shame."—sec. 216. See also " N^aon-inncs "
book iv. sec. 172.
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temporary wives, at discretion, and even from royal houses ;
but at last he weds a lawful wife, obtained by quasi-capture,
in the person of Subhadra, a daughter of the king of Dwarka,
whom he brings home, with all form and ceremony, to live
under the common roof, but not to share the fraternal em-
braces.
" The sage Yyasa then explained to Raja Drupada that it was
ordained . . . . that his daughter Draupadi should be married to
the five brethren, and the Raja gave his consent.
" And Draupadf was arrayed in fine garments, and adorned with
five jewels, and married first to the elder brother Yudhishthira,
and then to the others, according to their respective ages; and the
Raja gave large gifts to his sons-in-law, and also to the Brahmans;
and Kunti blessed her daughter-in-law, and prayed that she might
become the mother of many sons. . . .
" Now as the five Pandavas were husbands of one wife, each of
the brethren had a house and garden of his own, and Draupadi
dwelt with each of them in turn for two days at a time; and as it
was a law amongst them, that if a brother entered the house of
another brother, whilst Draupadi was dwelling there, he should
depart out of the city and go into exile for twelve years."
Arjuna therefore departs upon his travels, in the course of
which he is found entering into quasi-matrimonial connexions with
considerable freedom, abiding many days with TJlupi, " the daughter
of "Vasuki, the Raja of the Nagas," and contracting a more lasting
alliance with Chitrangada, the daughter of the Raja of Manipura,
which, like a Moslem Nikali, extended over a period of three years ;
and finally he goes through a form of marriage by capture with
Subhadra, the daughter of Yasudeva of Dwaraka, which is thus
related in the text: "So Arjuna followed the counsel of Krishna,
and he ascended the chariot, and proceeded along the road to
Dwaraka, until he overtook Subhadra, who was riding in a chariot
together with some other ladies; and he drove slowly along by the
side on which Subhadra was until he came close to her, and then
leaping down he took hold of her hand, and lifted her out of her
chariot into his own, and drove off with all speed along the road
to Indraprastha."
"After this, when twelve years of exile were accomplished,
Arjuna took leave of his new kinsmen, and departed with his wife
Subhadra for the city of Indraprastha, and Raja Yudhishthira
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rejoiced to see him, and each of his brethren in turn gave him
a feast which lasted many days. And Arjuna went to the apart-
ment of Draupadi; hut she was jealous, and looked coldly upon
him, and said: ' What have you to do with me ? "Where is the
daughter of Vasudeva ? ' But Arjuna replied with soothing words,
and he caressed her, and after a time she became reconciled to him
as before. Then Arjuna went out and brought Subhadra to his
mother Kunti, and Subhadra fell at the feet of her mother-in-law ;
and Kunti lifted her up, . . . and gave her many blessings.
Subhadra then approached Draupadi, and bowed herself and said :
' I am thy servant!' And Draupadi bowed in like manner, and
embraced and said: 'May your husband be without enemies.' . . .
And henceforth there was amity between Draupadi and Subhadra ;
and Draupadi gave birth to five sons, one to each of her husbands;
but Subhadr^ had only one son."
" A n d Satyabhama said to Draupadf: We, who are so many
thousands in number, have all but one and the same husband in
Krishna, and we are all happy with him; how comes it then that
you have five husbands, and are not ashamed before men ?
Draupadi answered: You are every one jealous of each other,
and are always talking of your suspicions one of another; but I
never speak one word which all my five husbands may not hear
alike, or which would give to either the smallest offence: and as
to what you ask of my having no shame before men, I had great
shame when Duhsasana insulted me in the presence of all the
Kauravas." [This refers to her being unveiled, when she was won
at dice by Duhsasana from Tudhishthira1 the senior of the five
brothers.]2
"Now Raja Santanu, the great-grandson of Bharata, reigned in
much glory in the city of Hastinapur, and he had many sons, . . .
but only one lived to be a man, and his name was Santanava.
And it came to pass that when Raja Santanu was very old, he
desired to marry a damsel who should be young and beautiful;
and Santanava found such a damsel as his father desired. But the
parents of the girl would not give her to the Raja, saying, ' If our
daughter bear sons to the Raja, they will neither of them succeed
1
 It will be remembered that for a like, but less marked, outrage, Candaules of
Lydia lost his life.—Herodotus, i. 8-13. In another chapter of the Mahabharata,
Madri, during the life of her husband Pandu, is stated to have become the
mother of Sahadeva by the two Aswins.—Wheeler, Mahabh. vol. i. p. 71.2
 These extracts are taken from Mr. Halhed's original translation inserted
in Wheeler's Mahabharata.
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to the Eaj ; for when Santanu dies, his son Santanava -will become
Eaja.' Then Santanava determined to sacrifice himself in order
to gratify his father; and he made a vow to the parents of the
damsel, saying: ' If you will give your daughter in marriage to
my father, I will never accept the Eaj, or marry a wife, or become
the father of children by any woman; so that, if your daughter bear
a son to the Eaja, that son shall succeed him in the Eaj.' And
the vow of Santanava became noised abroad, and ever from that
day he went by the name of Bhfshma, or 'the dreadful.' . . .
"And the parents of the damsel gave her in marriage to Eaja
Santanu, and her name was Satyavati; and she bore two sons to the
Eaja. After this, Eaja Santanu was bowed down with age, and
his soul departed from his body ; and he left his two younger sons,
and their mother, Satyavati, under the care of his eldest son,
Bhfshma."—p. 51.
" When the days of mourning for Eaja Santanu were fully over,
the faithful Bhfshma refused to become Eaja, and placed the elder
of the two half-brothers upon the throne, . . and he was slain by
the Eaja of the Grandharvas. Then Bhfshma placed the younger
brother upon the throne, and ruled the Eaj until he should be
grown; and the name of the young Eaja was Vichitra-virya.
" In process of time Bhfshma and the Eanf Satyavatf began to
think of procuring wives for Eaja Vichitra-virya, that he might per-
petuate the race of the great Bharata. And it was told to Bhfshma
that the Eaja of Kasi (Benares) was celebrating a Bwayamva/ra,
in order that they might choose their own husbands. So Bhfshma
thought in his heart that the three damsels might become wives to
Vichitra-virya; and he ordered his chariot, and drove to the
city of Kasi, that he might see them with his own eyes. And
Bhfshma beheld the damsels, and saw that they were very beau-
tiful ; but the city was filled with Eaj as from, all quarters of the
world, who desired to wed them. And Bhfshma did not wait for
the day of the Swa/yamvara, nor did he ask the Eaja to give his
daughters in marriage to Eaja Vichitra-vfrya ; but he seized the
three damsels, and placed them in his own chariot, and challenged
every Eaja present to do him battle.
" Then the Eajas attacked Bhfshma in great wrath; but he was
strong in arm and skilful in the use of weapons; and he fought
and conquered them every one. . . . Thus did Bhfshma win the
daughters of the Eaja of Kasi, and carry them away in triumph
to the city of Hastinapur. . . . [After the marriage] the Eaja
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sickened and withered away until he died; and he left no child
behind him, nor had either of his two wives any hope of becoming
a mother. . . Now the custom was that when a man died and left
no son, his brother or near kinsman took his widows and raised up
seed to the dead man. So after some days the Rani Satyavati said
to Bhishma, ' Take the Raja's widows, I pray you, and raise up
sons that shall be to him as his own sons.' But Bhishma replied,
' How can I do this thing ? Have I not Towed a vow that I would
never become the father of any children by any woman ?' So
Satyavati called upon a kinsman of her own to do her bidding."—
p. 54.
Mr. Halhed's unrevised version purports to run in further
illustration of the subject:—
"Once upon a time the valiant Raja Dushyanta was hunting
in the forest, when he beheld the beautiful Sakuntala, the
daughter of Kanwa the sage; and he prevailed on the damsel
to become his wife by a Gandharva marriage, and gave her his
ring as the pledge of his troth. Then Dushyanta returned to his
own city, whilst Sakuntala remained in the hermitage of her
father. [At this point an irrelevant interlude is introduced which
we need not follow.] And Sakuntala found that she was with
child, and she set off for the palace of her husband; but on her
way she bathed (in a sacred pool), and the ring dropped from
her finger, and was lost beneath the waters. When she reached
the palace of the Raja, his memory had departed from him,
and he would not own her to be his wife; and her mother
came and carried her away to the jungle, and there she gave
birth to a son, who was named Bharata. [Here, again, there is
inserted in the leading text the fabulous recovery of the ring from
the belly of a fish, and the admiration of the prowess of a repudi-
ated son ending in full confession and acknowledgment.] So Raja
Dushyanta took Sakuntala and Bharata to his own city; and he
made Sakuntala his chief Rani, and appointed Bharata to succeed
him in the Raj."—Wheeler's reproduction, vol. i. p. 7.
The next somewhat more authoritative compilation I have
to advert to is the so-called " Code of Manu." Like so many
other sections of this Hindu Law-book, the passages relating
to marriage, while placing in the front the exotic Aryan or
Brahmanical view of the law, are forced to recognize various
old customs, which, though duly denounced, still assert their
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practical and continuative existence in the land. Here,
again, as in the case of Xerxes' advisers, we discover the
advance of Aryan ideas, as against local Scythic tendencies,
in the permissive clauses 59, 61, 66; and we also recognize
traces of the ancient right of capture, the so-called Spartan
form of marriage—exemplified in the Raptm Sabince—under
its Eastern denomination of Rakshasa.1
Manu, iii. 20. "Now learn compendiously the 8 forms of the
nuptial ceremony."
"21 . The ceremony of BBAHMA, of the Devas, of the Rishis,
of the Prqjdpatis, of the Aswras, of the Gandharvas, and that
of the Rakshases; the eighth and basest is that of the Pisdchas.
"23. Let mankind know, that the six first in direct order
are (by some held) valid in the case of a priest; the four last,
in that of a warrior; and the same four, except the Rdkshasa
marriage, in the cases of a merchant and a man of the servile
" 24. Some consider the four first only as approved in the
case of the priest; one, that of Rahshases, as peculiar to the
soldier; and that of Asuras, to a mercantile and a servile man."
. . "25. In this code three of the five last are held legal, and two
illegal: the ceremonies of Pisdohas and Asuras must never be per-
formed."
"26. For a military man the before-mentioned marriages of
Gandharvas and Rakshases, whether separate or mixed, as when
a girl is made captive ly her lover, after a victory over her kinsmen,
are permitted by law."
" 27. The gift of a daughter, clothed only with a single robe,
to a man learned in the Veda, whom her father voluntarily invites,
and respectfully receives, is the nuptial rite called Brahma."
"28. The rite which the sages call Daiva, is the gift of
a daughter, whom her father has decked in gay attire, when
1
 See also Judges, v. 28-30. Deuteronomy, xxi. 10-13. Tod, vol. i. p. 639.
Vishnu Pur&na, vol. v. pp. 69, 130.
The Persian feeling on this subject is defined by Herodotus as: " Now, to
carry off women by violence the Persians think is the act of wicked men, but to
trouble oneself about avenging them when so carried off is the act of foolish
ones; and to pay no regard to them when carried off, of wise men: for it is clear,
that if they had not been willing, they could not have been carried off."—Herod.
(Cary), i. 4.
VOL. xi.—[NEW SEKIES.] 3
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the sacrifice is already begun, to the officiating priest, who per-
forms that act of religion."
"29. "When a father gives his daughter away, after having re-
ceived from the bridegroom one pair of kine, or two pairs, for uses
prescribed by law, that marriage is termed Arsha."
" 30. The nuptial rite, called Prajdpatya, is when the father
gives away his daughter with due honour, saying distinctly, May
both of you perform together your civil and religious duties."
"31. "When the bridegroom, having given as much wealth as he
can afford to the father and paternal kinsmen, and to the damsel
herself, takes her voluntarily as his bride, that marriage is named
Asura."
" 32. The reciprocal connexion of a youth and a damsel, with
mutual desire, is the marriage denominated Gdndharva." . .
"33. The seizure of a maiden by force from her house, while
she weeps and calls for assistance, after her kinsmen and friends
have been slain in battle, or wounded, and their houses broken
open, is the marriage styled Rakshasa."
" 34. When the lover secretly embraces the damsel, either sleep-
ing or flushed with strong liquor, or disordered in her intellect,
that sinful marriage, called Paisdcha, is the eighth and the
basest."
37 defines the rewards, from a Brahmanic point of view,
attendant on the first or highest form of marriage. "The son
. . . redeems from sin, . . . ten ancestors, ten descendants, and
himself the twenty-first person."
38 in a similar degree is effective for "sevens and sevens,"
and in its lower mixtures for three and three or six and six.
"41 . But in the other four base marriages . . are produced
sons acting cruelly, speaking falsely," etc., etc.
"59. On failure of issue by the husband, if he be of the servile
class, the desired offspring may be procreated, either by his brother
or some other sapinda, on the wife, who has been duly authorized."
" 6 1 . Some sages, learned in the laws, . . are of opinion that the
wife and the appointed kinsman may legally procreate a second "
[son].
" 66. This practice, fit only for cattle, is reprehended by learned
Brahmans; yet it is declared to have been the practice, even of
men, while YEN" A had sovereign power."
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HETAIRISM.
Hetairism, in the Greek acceptation of the term,1 seems to
have been a leading institution on Indian soil from time im-
memorial.
We find the exemplary Buddha accepting the hospitality
of the chief courtesan in the city of Wesali,2 and the merits
of his selected wife were to be gauged by Hetairic accom-
plishments.3 Krishna himself, the great local God, was not
held to be safe from the attractions of the " graceful females
of Mathura." 4
One of the tribal forms of marriage, which is fully and
freely recognized in the Mahabharata, and consistently de-
nounced in the Brahmanical interpolations of the " Laws of
Manu," is the contract by inclination, of which ancient
and modern examples need never be wanting. In this case
much vague pathos has been extracted, in poetic versions,
from the original tale as simply told in the text of the
great Indian epic.
Megasthenes adverts inter alia to the necessary influence
of the eraipai in their capacity of police informers.5
And the Vishnu Purana—the Scripture of the worshippers
1
 " Bachofen and McLennan, the two most recent authors who hare studied this
subject, both agree that the primitive condition of man, socially, was one of pure
Hetairism, when marriage did not exist; or, as we may perhaps for convenience
call it, communal marriage, where every man and woman in a small community
were regarded as equally married to one another. Bachofen considers that after
awhile the women, shocked and scandalized by such a state of things, revolted
against it, and established a system of marriage with female supremacy, the
husband being subject to the wife, property and descent being considered to go
in the female line, and women enjoying the principal share of political power.
The first period he calls that of ' Hetairism,' the second of ' Mutterrecht,' or
mother-right."—Lubbock, Origin of Civilization, p. 67/
8
 Mr. Tumour, " Pali Annals," Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol.
vii. p. 999. Mahavanso, p. xxxi.
3
 [Qualities requisite for Sakya's bride] "who is as well versed as any courtesan
in the rites and ceremonies described in the Sastras—who goeth last to sleep and
rises earliest from her couch," etc.—Extracts from Tibetan works, translated by
Csoma de Kbros, Journ Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vol. iii. p. 58, and Asiatic Researches,
vol. xx. pp. 84, 300.
4
 Vishnu Purana, Wilson's translation, vol. v. pp. 9, 63.
6
 Strabo, xv. sec. 48.
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of Vishnu—recognizes their exalted social position in the
following terras:
" In the morning, the citizens assembled on the platform set
apart for them; and the princes, with the ministers and courtiers,
occupied the royal seats. Near the centre of the circle, judges of
the games were stationed by Kansa, whilst he himself sat apart,
close by, on a lofty throne. Separate platforms were erected for the
ladies of the palace, for the courtesans ( Vara-mukhyd), and for the
wives of the citizens."—Vishnu Purana, V. xx. vol. v. p. 24,
Wilson's translation.(ed. Hall).
The Bhagavata Purana, an "accepted Brahmanical au-
thority, equally admits that—
" The separate pavilions of the courtesans were graced by lovely
women, attired in the most splendid dresses, and emulated the
radiance of the cars of the gods."—Note by Prof. Hall, p. 28.
Brahmanism itself, indeed, contributed an ever-ready
and trained contingent to the ranks of prostitution, in the
Nauchnts or singing and dancing girls of the Temples—
originally selected for their beauty, they were of course
designedly instructed in all the known arts of fascination.
The position of the courtesan element amid the grades
of social life is frequently exemplified in the Hindu drama;
which compositions, at all events, must be accepted as
effectual and life-like exponents of the habits and manners
of the day.1
The influence of the class, in more modern times, survived
in full force among the free Rajput states; regarding which
Colonel Tod remarks:
"Like the ancient German or Scandinavian, the Rajput consults
her (his wife) upon every transaction. . . . Although they have a
choice at home, they are not ashamed to be the avowed admirers
of the Aspasias and Phrynes of the capital; from the same cause
which attracted Socrates and made Pericles a slave."—Tod's
Rajpiitana, vol. i. pp. 610, 613 note.
1
 See Preface, p. xliv, and the " Toy Cart," "Wilson, " Theatre of the Hindus "
(1835), p. 16 et seq.
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PoLYANDBIA.
In the earliest times, the hardships and other surroundings
of savage life may have been less favourable for the survival
of the female than the male children in nomad communities.
As material prosperity advanced, perhaps, too many women
were out of place in a Scythic camp, until they learnt how
to fight as Amazons, when they could secure a very near
equality with the sterner sex in archery and light horseman-
ship.1 But these must have constituted the exceptions, and
in process of time the habitable waggons of the moving
tribes, or the felted tents of the standing camps, must
rather have turned the scale in favour of the life of the
females, who, moreover, were less called upon to face the
perils of real warfare than the responsibly combative males.
Whatever laws may have regulated .the proportionate in-
crease or survival of the sexes under these conditions, it
seems to be obvious that Polyandria in its advanced stage,
as discriminated from mere promiscuous intercourse or pro-
fessional Hetairism, implies a disproportion of females to
males in the general population, to whatever cause such
inequality may be due. In India, Polyandria seems to have
been closely associated with the widespread vice of female
infanticide.2 That ordinarily silent crime, seldom perpetrated
without the mother's sanction, in many cases only discover-
able by the rigours of a modern census,3 finds many advocates
1
 " Zanara at that time was Queen of the Sacse, a woman of warlike spirit, far
exceeding any of her sex among the Sacae for courage and activity in martial
affairs. For this nation is remarkable for brave-spirited women that use to go
out to wars as fellow-soldiers with the men."—Diod. Sic. ii. c. iii. (Booth).
2
 A striking example of such direct cause and effect is furnished by the " Gukkurs,
who inhabited the country along the banks of the Nilkb up to the foot of the
mountains of Sewalik. . . . They were a race of wild barbarians, without either
religion or moralitv- It was a custom among them, as soon as a female child
was born, to carry her to the door of the house, and there proclaim aloud, holding
the child in one hand and a knife in the other, that any person who wanted a wife
might now take her, otherwise she was immediately put to death. By this
means they had more men than women, which occasioned the custom of several
husbands to one wife. When this wife was visited by one of her husbands, she
left a mark at the door."—Ferishtah (Briggs's Translation), vol. i. p. 183.
3
 ' 'The Muhammadans of Dacca show some prudence in the matter of marriage.
Foreseeing that la future may in the course of time feel sorry for herself, or fall
in love with somebody else, and knowing that the woman in that case will get rid
of him, either by divorce or murder, the man carefully contracts such a marriage
as will make the second course unnecessary. He might register his marriage
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among the arrogant races who waste so much upon marriage
ceremonies and object to own the humiliation of the pos-
session of an unmarried daughter who lives to maturity.1
Other commentators on this system of marriage, unlike
Draupadi's practical approval of its conditions,2 discover, in
its working, political as well as material advantages that
would scarcely suggest themselves to a "Western mind.3 At
in accordance with the Act; but then the woman would have no power of
divorce, and would probably resort to poison. . . The women know and under-
stand this as well as the men; at least so the villagers naively told one of the
local officers."— The Pioneer Mail, Allahabad, Oct. 6, 1877, p. 6.
1
 " When a female is born, no anxious inquiries await the mother, no greet-
ings welcome the new-comer, who appears an intruder on the scene, which often
closes in the hour of its birth. . . .
" Often is he (the Rajput) heard to exclaim, ' Accursed the day when a woman
child was born to me! '
" The same motive which studded Europe with convents, in which youth and
beauty were immured until liberated by death, first prompted the Rajput to
infanticide; and, however revolting the policy, it is perhaps kindness compared
to incarceration. . . .
" (He) raises the poniard to the breast of his wife rather than witness her
captivity, and he gives the opiate to the infant, whom, if he cannot portion and
marry to her equal, he dare not see degraded."—Tod, Rajasthan, vol. i. p. 635.
2
 " Here we find a practice equally strange, that of Polyandry, universally
prevailing; and see one female associating her fate and fortune with all the
brothers of a family, without restriction of age or of numbers. The choice of a
wife is the privilege of the elder brother; and, singular as it may seem, I have
been assured that a Tibetan wife is as jealous of her connubial rites (sic),
though thus joined to a numerous party of husbands, as the despot of an Indian
Zenana is of the favours of his imprisoned fair."—Turner, Tibet (1800), p. 348.
In this case nuns seem to have coexisted in Buddhist convents with the con-
flicting institution of Polyandria. Possibly, the latter, under its economical
aspect, was indebted and grateful to Buddhism for the relief of its surplus
females; .as European convents, as Tod has remarked, in giving a sanctified
refuge to the unmanageable balance of the community, gave a certain amount of
relief to the disproportions of sexes in the middle ages.
8
 ' ' The most remarkable social institution of the Botis is the system of polyandry,
which is strictly confined to brothers. Each family of brothers has only one wife
in common. . . This system prevails of course only among the poorer classes, for
the rich, as in all Eastern countries, generally have two or three wives according
to their circumstances. Polyandria is the principal check to the increase of the
population, and however revolting it may be to our feelings, it was a most politic
measure for a poor country which does not produce sufficient food for its inhabit-
ants."—Colonel A. Cunningham, Ladak (1854), p. 306. See also Captain J. D.
Cunningham, "The History of the Sikhs."
" Polyandry, plurality of husbands, (in Ladak) is, except among the few
richer people, quite general; it is much more nearly universal than is polygamy
in India, and for'this reason, that polygamy is a custom itself expensive, practically
reserved for the well-to-do, while polyandry is an economical arrangement, one
established on the poverty of a barren country, and extending throughout the
people as far as indigence itself does."—F. Drew, Northern Barrier of India,
1877, p. 263.
The women (of the mountain tribes) " in all seem to enjoy great indulgence,
and are allowed, as in Europe, to form a choice for themselves after they have
arrived at mature years.
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the same time, many and various motives are put forward to
justify or excuse such a state of things.1
These references, and others subdued into note type, will
suffice to show the extensive spread of the custom of Poly-
andria in India, uneradicated even in our own days.2
I have now to examine any parallel custom that may be
traced in the provinces more immediately connected with
the site of the kingdoms of the western coast.
A graphic account of the institution of Polyandria in
Malabar has been preserved in the journal of a traveller in
the seventeenth century, which I quote as curiously illustra-
tive of local customs, and manifesting, in a striking degree,
the identity of the method of warning-off an intruder with
that of the ancient Massagetse :3—
" One Nayros is not allowed more than one wife at a time, but
the women in this point have got the start of the men, they being
permitted to have three husbands at once. . . Each of these three
husbands contribute their share towards the maintenance of this
" In all these Mil tribes the women . . . seem to have enjoyed great privileges;
but the plurality of husbands had not been introduced with the religion of
Thibet."—Hamilton's Nipal, p. 25.
" The elder brother marries a woman, and she becomes the wife of the whole
family." . . . " The identification of the child is left to the determination of
the mother."—Manning, Tibet, 1876, p. 123. See also p. 336, and G. W. Trail,
As. Res. vol. xvi. p. 163, vol. xvii. p. 23, etc. Moorcroft, Travels, vol. i. p. 321,
and J.A.S. Bengal, 1844, p. 202. Compare similar tests in Sparta, Herod, vi. 68.
1
 " Polyandry is a recognized institution amongst them, but it prevails far more
extensively in the northern and central portions of Bhutan than in the southern.
Its origin is clearly traceable to Tibet, and Pemberton adds, that 'political
ambition is the main cause of so revolting a practice, as all aspirants for office
are compelled to renounce the happiness of domestic life.' Mr. Eden says, that
even the restriction implied in the term polyandry, which once existed in Northern
Bhutan, is not adhered to in the present day, as intercourse between the sexes is
practically promiscuous."—Dalton, Ethnology of Bengal, 1872, p. 98.
2
 In my own experience in the Himalayas, where instances of Polyandria were
still to be found, the female infanticide was of course not admitted, but the pro-
portionate deficiency in the number of women was attributed to slavery and the
ready sale oifair female children to professional courtesans and for the harems,
etc., of the wealthy nobles in the plains of India.
3
 Strabo, xi. c. ix. 1. "The remarkable custom of polyandria, which has
been noticed as one of the characters of the Seriform Tibetans, reappears among
the Tamuls of Malabar."—Latham, The Varieties of Man (1850), p. 463,
quoting Pritchafd, vol. iv. p. 161.
" Among the Todas of the Neilgherry Hills, however, when a man marries a
girl, she becomes the wife of all his brothers as they successively reach manhood;
and they also become the husbands of all her sisters as they become old enough
to marry."—Lubbock, Primitive Condition of Man, 1870, quoting Shortt, Trans.
Ethn. Soc. N.S. vol. vii. p. 240. See also Transactions Ethnological Society,
1869, W. Elliot; Dubois, India, pp. 217, 402.
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woman and her children without the least contest or jealousy. As
often as any of them comes to visit her, he leaves his arms at the
door, a sign that neither of the other two must come in."—Mr.
John Nieuhofl (1640-49), Churchill's Voyages, vol. ii. p. 224.
" But the King's sisters' sons inherit their dominions. These
sisters do not marry no more than the kings, but are at liberty to
chuse a gallant, such a one as they like best."—p. 228.
Buchanan, in his work on Mysore, also illustrates the general
question of succession in communities who do not marry:
"To an European the succession in this family appears very
extraordinary; but it is similar to that which prevails in the
families of all the chiefs of Malayala. The males of the Shehhury
family are called Achwis, and never marry. The ladies are called
Naitears, and live in the houses of their brothers, whose families
they manage. They have no husbands, but are not expected to
observe celibacy, and may grant their favors to any person of the
Kshatri caste, who is not an Aehun ; all the male children of these
ladies are Achuns, all the females are Naitears. . . The oldest
male of the family is called the first Shekhury or first Haja; the
second is called Ellee raja, etc. On the death of the Shekhury,
the Ellea raja succeeds to the highest dignity; each inferior raja
gets a step up."—Buchanan's Mysore, vol. ii. p. 351.
Sir W. Elliot, with Ms later experiences, completes the
general review as follows :
"Notwithstanding the same diversity of caste [in Malabar] as
in other provinces, they all agree in one remarkable usage—that of
transmitting property through the females only (mahkal santan) . .
The origin of a custom so singular is dependent on another prac-
tice still more revolting to the general feeling and usage of mankind,
viz. the existence of Polyandria among the Nairs and some other
castes of Malabar. A few other instances occur above the Ghats,
as among the people of Coorg, the Todas of the Mlagiri hills, the
Kapillis, a tribe inhabiting the Dindigul valley; and the Abbe
Dubois observed it among the Tottis or Pariah race of Mysore."—
Journ. Ethno. Soc. N.S. vol. ii. p. 119.
We may now pass on to the better condition of things in
regard to female influence represented by Sir C. Malcolm :
" The females both of the Brahmin and Sudra Mahrattas have,
generally speaking, when their husbands are princes or chiefs, great
influence, and mix, not only by their own power over individuals,
but sometimes, as has been shown, personally, in the affairs of the
State. If married to men of rank, they have usually a distinct
provision and estate of their own; enjoy as much liberty as they
can desire."—Malcolm, Central India, vol. ii. p. 119.
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FAQADE OF THE CAVE AT BHAJA.
" There are in the Western Ghats in the Bombay Presidency, five or six important
Chailya eaves, whose dates can be made out . . . , all of which were excavated, if
I am not very much mistaken, before the Christian JEra. The oldest of these is
situated at a place called Bhaja, four miles south of the great Karli cave in the
Bhore Qhdt."—Fergusson, p. 110. See also General Cunningham, Archaeological
Jteport, 1861, p. xxi.
I now reach the region of the practical application of
much that has been cited above, to the recent decipherments
of Indian Inscriptions and coin legends.
The earliest historical tradition of woman's supremacy in
India comes to us, irregularly, from outside sources, as re-
capitulated in the pages of Pliny, under his account of the
rise of the nation of the Pandse, which, in the English version,
may be quoted as follows:
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" After these we come to the nation of the Pandee, the only one
throughout all India which is ruled by women. It is said that
Hercules had but one child of the female sex, for which reason she
was his especial favourite, and he bestowed upon her the principal
one of these kingdoms. The sovereigns who derive their origin
from this female rule over 300 towns, and have an army of
150,000 foot and 500 elephants."1—Pliny, vol. vi. p. 23.*
Next in order, in the shape of tradition, we have to accept
the local annals, as preserved or reproduced in the texts of
the Hindu Purdnas—which, though clearly of comparatively
modern compilation, were secured against any very violent
falsification by the independent bardic memories and home
reminiscences of the independent tribes and nationalities
whose regal lists alone affect the present inquiry.
The Yishnu Purana's leading text contributes the follow-
ing translation under Professor Wilson's rendering :
" Susarman, the Kanwa, will be killed by a powerful servant,
named (1) Sipraka, of the Andhra tribe, who will become king (and
found the Andhrabhritya dynasty). He will be succeeded by his
brother (2) Krishna; his son will be (3) Sdtakarni ; his son will
be (4) Pkrnotsanga; his son will be (5) Sdtakarni; his son will be
(6) Lambodara ; his son will be (7) Ivilaka (Vikala?); his son will
be (8) Meghaswdti ; his son will be (9) Patumat (Pudumayi?);
his son will be (10) Arishfakarman ; his son will be (11) Hdla ;
his son will be (12) Pattalaka (Mandalaka ?); his son will be (13)
Pravilasena (Purfkashena ?); his son will be (14) Sundara (named)
SITAKAENIN ; his son will be (15) Chakora Sdtakarnin ; his son
will be (16) Sivaswdti; his son will be (17) Gotamiputra ; his son
will be (18) Pulomat; his son will be (19) Sivasri Sdtakarnin;
his son will be (20) Sivaskandha (Matsya adds Sdtakarni); his son
will be (21) Yajnasri; his son will be (22) Vijaya; his son will be
(23) Chandrasri (Dandasri); his son will be (24) Pulomdrchu
1
 Dr. Caldwell remarks: " His statement that the Pancte alone amongst Indian
nations were ruled by women, though not correct (so far as is now known), if
supposed to relate to the Pandyas of Madura, may be regarded as sufficiently
applicable to the peculiar social usages of the Malabar coast, where almost every
inheritance still runs in the female line, and where, in Pliny's own times at least,
if not also in those of Megasthenes, the Pandyas of Madura had colonies."—p. 17.
2
 See also Arrian, Hist. Ind. viii. 8: " His daughter, named Pandaea, and
caused the whole province wherein she was born, and over which she afterwards
ruled, to receive its name from her."—Megasthenes (Schwanbeck, Bonn, 1846),
pp. 38, 55. Strabo, xv. i. 4.
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(Pulomavi). These 30 Andra-bhritya Kings will reign 456 years."
—Vishnu Purana, vol. iv. p. xxiv; "Wilson (Hall's ed.), vol. iv.
p. 194.1
The total numbers in the royal succession above enume-
rated only reach twenty-four. The other Puranas are
equally, though irregularly, defective; the Matsya list is
the fullest, and retains twenty-nine names, with an aggre-
gate total of 435J years.2
In the celebrated Inscription of the Sah King, Rudra
Dama, on the Eock at Junagar in Gujarat—the Sdtakarni
kings are designated in general terms, as " lords of the
Dakhin." The contemporary references embodied in the
inscription may possibly aid and assist future identifications:
"Raja Mahakshatrapa Rudra Dama: . . . The lord of the
countries of eastern and western Akaravati (or Akara and Avanti),
. . who rooted out the Yaudheyas, who would not subject them-
selves from the pride of their title of hero, acknowledged by the
Kshatriya tribe; who, without treachery, after twice thoroughly
conquering Satakarni, lord of Dakshinapatha, did not completely
destroy him on account of their near connexion."—Burgess's Archaeo-
logical Report of Western India, 1874-5, p. 129.
The text and translation of the Inscription, here given,
have been revised by Professor Eggeling. See also Prinsep,
in Journal Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1838, vol. vii. p. 341.
For the latest authoritative reproduction of the evidence
bearing upon the position of the Queens Gotami and Yasithi,
in Western India, we are indebted to Professor Bhandarkar's
re-examination of the still-extant inscriptions in the old
Pali character, on the walls of the Nasik Caves, which have
been printed in the Transactions of the Second or London
Meeting of the Congress of Orientalists. I append so much
of the tenor of the ancient versions as concerns the present
inquiry, and permit Prof. Bhandarkar to state in detail his
indigenous ideas of the bearing of the texts themselves upon
woman's rights.
1
 See also Prinsep's Essays, Useful Tables, p. 241; Asiatic Researches, vol. ix,
p. 101; and Brihat Sanhita, J.E..A.S. Vol. V. N.S. p. 82, etc.
' Wilson, vol. iv. p. 199.
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The original Prakrit text of No. 26 commences: " Siddham
Rano Vdsithi-putasa Siri Pudumdyisa," and the context runs
on, in its translated form, " On the 13th day, in the second
fortnight of Grishma, in the year nineteen, of the King Siri
Pudumayi, the son of Vasisthi, by [?]. The great Queen
Gotami, the presiding genius of power,. . . daughter of royal
sages, and the mother of Satakarni Gotamiputra, the king of
kings." The recapitulation towards the end of the Inscrip-
tion adverts to " The great Queen, the mother of the great
king, and the grandmother of the great king (who) gives
this cave to the congregation, the host of mendicants of the
Bhadrayania school. The Lord of patha, desirous to
please and serve the venerable lady, the great Queen, grants
a village," etc.
Inscription No. 26a opens: " The prosperous Putumavi
Vdsithi-puto, the lord of Navanara (Navanara-Swdmi) com-
mands," etc.1
Inscription No. 25 commences: " To the perfect One,
Victorious is Sendni, who is on the gate of the Vijayalirtha
in Goverdhana. The prosperous Satakarni (Sadakani) Grota-
miputra, the Lord of Dhanakataka." Later on the inscription
resumes: "To the perfect One, This is a royal command: . . at
the orders of King Satakarni Gotamiputra, and of the great
Queen, the honoured Vasishthi, the mother of the king," etc.8
Inscription No. 24, after the usual opening form, goes on
to record that " In the 7th year of the King, the Lord, Siri
Yajna Satakani, Gotamiputa, the Cave of Vasit, Lady Sena-
pati, the wife of Bavagopa, the Senapati," etc.3
1
 Inscription No. 3 also runs: Sidham Rano Vdsijhi-putasa Sdmi SariPulumd Isa.
1
 Prof. Bhandarkar looks upon this inscription as comprising two charters,
one of the king, " and the second by Vasisthi his queen."
3
 The translator in his notes says she was called *j«H4ffjT (in the Pali
original M ^  I *J U| f*rf?T), not because she commanded any army, but be-
cause she was the wife of the Senapati. As regards the word Vasii, in another
passage the translator remarks, " c|4j«(| Vasuya, ^ ^ Vasu or ^ ^ V a s u may be
the name of the lady or a term of honour used in her case, as xf^ or q<J in the
case of those spoken of in Inscription No. 24. Probably the c||ti Vdsit of
dramatical language is the same as this."
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Professor Bhandarkar goes on to comment on the tenor of
texts he has re-deciphered and translated in a diffident tone
and somewhat inconclusive manner. I, however, am bound
to quote his conclusions in some detail; he writes:
" It appears to have been a custom in the case of these kings to
apply to them an epithet expressive of their being the sons of
certain mothers. The great Gautamiputra was so called because
he was the son of Gautamf, though his real name was Satakarni.
Pudumayi was called Vasishthi putra because he was the son of
Vasishthi. In the same manner Yajna Satakarni must have been
called Gautamiputra because his mother was also named Gautami."
—Second Oriental Congress, 1874, p. 340.
In a later passage he adds :
"As I have observed before, the cave numbered 26 by Mr. "West
was constructed and assigned to Buddhist mendicants of the Bha-
drayamya school by Gautami, who is distinctly mentioned as the
mother of the King Gautamiputra Satakarni, whose exploits are
described in the inscription. Gautamiputra, therefore, was so
called .because he was the son of Gautami, while his own
proper name was Satakarni. Pudumayi is called Vasithi-puta or
Vasishthi-putra for the same reason. Vasishthf, as I have pointed
out, granted the field conveyed in the second charter in Inscription
No. 25. She is there spoken of as the Queen of Gautamiputra, if
we accept the interpretation given in the note (above); and even if
we follow that adopted in the text, and understand them as issuing
orders conjointly, there could be no reason why their names should
be so coupled together unless that relation existed between them.
Pudumayi therefore was the son of Gautamiputra, and not the
father, as the late Dr. Bhau Daji thought. Gautami is described
as the mother of a king, and the grandmother of a king, while
Vasishthi is mentioned simply as the mother of a king. Gautamf,
therefore, appears to be the more elderly of the two, which she
could not be if her son were the son of Pudumayi, whose mother
was Vasishthi."—p. 348.
There is another Inscription bearing the generic name of
Vdsisthi on the bas-relief of a Tope, in the middle of the
upper architrave of the south gateway at Sanchi, Bhilsa:
Eafio Siri Satakanisa Avesani Vasithi- putasa Anandasa Danam.1
1
 General Cunningham, Bhilsa Topes, p. 264.
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And there are further inscribed records of the family of
the Gotamiputras in the Kanheri caves: for instance, No. 11,
Kanheri Inscription, commences : l
K a f i a G o t a m a p u t a s a S a m a S i r i Y a f i a S a t a k a n i s a . . . . p u t a
No. 12 opens in the same or nearly similar words.2
I reserve any technical description of the coins for the
end of this article, where I can examine them in detail after
their several types and legends, without interrupting the
continuity of these observations. It will be sufficient to say,
in this place, that an extensive class of leaden (or copper
and lead mixed-metal) coins bearing an unvarying symbol
of a crude bow and arrow, surrounded by legends in characters
but little advanced upon the standard Asoka alphabets, ex-
hibit, on the reverse, a chaitya, composed of ten pyramidi-
cally-arranged arches, surmounted either by a half-moon or
alternating chakra, <or " wheel," with a sacred-tree of crude
form, to the right, and a serpent in the oblong pedestal at
the foot. These coins bear legends, severally intimating
that they pertained to the rulers or representatives—
1st. Of the children, family, or race3 of Maddri, belonging
to the tribe, sept, or, in modern acceptation, general household
of Sivdla. 2nd. The children or issue of Vasisthi, of the
got* or subdivision of Vidavdya; and 3rd. The progeny or
issue of Gotami of the same subdivision got or race of
Vidavdya.
Coins with varying devices which preserve the names of
the descendants of Vasithi, and those named in the con-
current inscriptions, born in the line of Gotami, will be
noticed hereafter.
1
 Journ. Bombay Branch E.A.S., vol. v. p. 23. No. 14 of plate xliv. of Dr.
Bird's series. Kecopied by Mr. West, and published in vol. vi. p. 1.
8
 Journ. Bombay Branch R.A.S., vol. v. p. 27, plate xlii. Bird.
s
 The original word on the coins is ^ i i , for Kula,
4
 The Indian term got T M , O « S , covers many meanings: "family,"
"race," a "branch or subdivision of a caste "—and, at times, among the Brihmans
the leading designation is derived from " supposed progenitor, or primitive
spiritual head, as Sandilya, K&syapa, BMradwaja," etc. —Wilson, Glossary,
in voce.
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CEYLON.
I continue these notes on the identities of many of the
customs prevailing in other and better-known lands—with
regard to the rights of females—in order to extend their
parallels to Ceylon and Australia.
I pass by the imperfect testimony of Iambulus, as pre-
served in the pages of Diodorus Siculus,1 and point to the
importance of the dignity of Queen-consort in Ceylon, ex-
tending even to the very incompleteness of the accession of
a king without such matrimonial sanction. These data are
derived from the original text of the Mahavanso, the special
scriptural record, and, we may conclude, the best exponent
of the feelings and traditions of the race, amid whom, and
for whose benefit, it was composed. Mr. Tumour's trans-
lation of the passages bearing upon this question is to the
following effect:
" The King (Wijayd), on account of his not having a Queen-
consort»of equal rank to himself, was indifferent at that time to his
inauguration."—Mahawanso (Ceylon, 1837), p. 51.
"Thereafter, the monarch Wijayo invested, with great pomp,
the daughter of King Panduwd with the dignity of Queen-consort."
—p. 53.
"This great monarch" goes on to say, " I am advanced in years,
and no son is born unto me . . . . for the preservation of the
dynasty. I ought to send for my brother Sumitto." On his demise
these ministers righteously governed the kingdom . . . " and the
land of Lanka, was kingless for one year."
"Accordingly on the 7th day the devotees arrived there.
" The Eegents having seen them, made due inquiries, and
identified them; they invested the said Panduwdsadewo with
the sovereignty of Lanka. So long as he was without a royal
consort, he abstained from solemnizing his inauguration."—p. 54.
1
 " They never marry, but make use of women promiscuously, and breed up
the children so begotten (as common to them all) with equal care and affection.
The children, while they are tender infants, are often changed by the nurses, that
they cannot be known by their mothers; and therefore, by that means, there
being no ambition among them, they live in great concord and amity, without
any sedition or tumults."—Diod. Sic. ii. c. iv.
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" Causing his uncle's canopy of dominion to be brought, this
Pandukabhayo anointed himself at his inauguration. He raised
the princess Sowanapali to the dignity of Queen-consort."—p. 65.
The practical acknowledgment of Queens-Regnant in the
Dynastic lists is equally conclusive, inasmuch as amid the
sixteen accessions, enumerated by Mr. Rhys Davids,1 inde-
pendent queens are found to have been elevated to the
throne on three several occasions. One of whom, Lilavati,
is proved to have exercised the cherished royal prerogative of
coining money.2
Sir Emerson Tennent also bears testimony to the general
status of women, who " were treated with respect and
deference ; and as priestesses and queens, they acquired a
prominent place in the public esteem."—Ceylon (1860), vol.
i. p. 426.
The conditions of Polyandria in Ceylon are graphically
described from the personal experiences of one of our early
national travellers in the subjoined terms:
" I n this country each man, even the greatest, hath but one
wife; but a woman often has two husbands. For it is lawful
and common with them for two brothers to keep house together,
with one wife, and the children do acknowledge and call both
fathers.
"Lands of inheritance, which belong to women, are exempted
from paying ' harriots' to the king."—R. Rnox's Ceylon (LONDON,
1681), pp. 93-4. Reproduced textually at p. 189, Fellowes'
Ceylon, 1817.
A later writer, also a countryman of our own, adverts to
the several forms of Polygamy and Polyandria as existing
in 1821:
" Though concubinage and polygamy are contrary to their
religion, both are indulged hi by the Singalese, particularly the
1
 Numismata Orientalia, part vi., " Ancient Coins and Measures of Ceylon,"
p. 25. She calls herself "%(\ XJM ^<sM«lcft
§ri Eaja Lilavati,
That is, Sdja in full masculine power, not Rdni in the feminine.
2
 Prinsep's Essays, vol. i. p. 422 ; Mr. Vaux, Numismatic Chronicle, vol. xvi.
p. 124.
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latter : and it is remarkable, that in the Kandyan country, as in
Tibet, a plurality of husbands is more common than of wives.
One woman has frequently two husbands; and I have heard of
one having as many as seven. This singular species of polygamy
is not confined to any caste or rank; it is more or less general
amongst the high and low, the rich and the poor. The joint
husbands are always brothers."—J. Davy, Ceylon, 1821, p. 286.
An exemplification of the moral wave which united or
connected proximate localities even unto more recent times,
is contributed, once again, by a Semitic author, who, early
in the fourteenth century, expresses himself to the following
effect.
"TTne des merveilles des !les Maldives, c'est qu'elles ont pour
souverain une femme, qui est Khadidjah, fille du Sutan Djelal ed
din 'Omar [after the death of Shahab ud dm, his youngest son, the
translation of the text continues], II ne restait plus de la famille
royale que les soeurs du defunt, Khadidjah, qui etait l'ainee,
Miryam et Fathimah. Les indigenes eleverent k, la souverainete
Khadidjah, qui etait mariee & leur predicateur Djemal ed-dm. Ce
dernier devint vizir et maitre de l'autorite, et promut son fils
Mohammed a l'emploi de predicateur en sa place; mais les ordres
ne sont promulgues qu'au nom de Khadidjah." The Arabic text
entitles her, ^ j J l J L f ^ILLJl i^oo <kf:jci- XiUaLJl.—Ibn
Batutah, vol. iv. p. 131.
AUSTRALIA.
The extension of the customs above adverted to, in regard
to mother-right, or inheritance by the female line, to
Australia, might primarily be supposed to imply the mere
reproduction of natural laws in a severed section of the
earth. But the identity, correspondence, or imitation, seems
to have been, in some way, more direct and distinct in its
associations and surroundings than chance circumstances
would imply.
I do not venture to touch upon the geological ground of
continuity of continents, which, however unwillingly re-
VOL. xi.—[NEW SERIES.] 4
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ceived, appears, in its virtual assumptions, to rest upon
advanced scientific bases.
However, if we are able to connect any such common laws
of inheritance between Australia and Southern India, and
associate those evidences with many other links of primitive
barbarism, this will be sufficient for the aims and purposes
of the present essay.
To commence with the scientific aspect. Prof. Huxley, in
recasting the general scheme and abiding places of the lead-
ing types of mankind, expresses himself in the subjoined
terms:
" In the accompanying map, therefore, the deep blue colour
(JS"O. 5) is given not only to Australia, but to the interior of the
Dekhan. A lighter tint of the same colour occupies the area in-
habited by the ancient Egyptians, and their modern descendants.
For, although the Egyptian has been much modified by civiliza-
tion and admixture, he still retains the dark skin, the black, silky,
wavy hair, the long skull, the fleshy lips, and broadish alee of the
nose, which we know distinguished his remote ancestors, and which
cause both him and them to approach the Australian and the
'Dasyu' more nearly than they do to any other form of mankind." ]
—Prof. Huxley, vol. ii. p. 405.
Views which are further insisted upon in a separate passage
to the effect :
" The only people out of Australia who present the chief charac-
teristics of the Australians in a well-marked form are the so-called
hill-tribes who inhabit the interior of the Dekhan, in Hindustan.
An ordinary Coolie, such as may be seen among the crew of any
recently returned East-Indiaman, if he were stripped to the skin,
would pass muster very well for an Australian, though he is occa-
1
 " The centre of the accompanying map of the world nearly corresponds with
that of the Indo-Pacific Ocean, which is bounded on three sides by the great
land-masses of the Old and New Worlds. Disjointed fragments of land separate
the Indian from the Pacific division of the great ocean, and stretch like so many
stepping-stones between the Malay peninsula and Australia, the latter semicon-
tinental mass of land lying almost half-way between Africa and South America.
The indigenous population of Australia presents one of the best marked of all
types, or principal forms of mankind; and I shall describe the characters of this
modification first, under the head of THE AUSTRALIOID TYPE."—p. 404.
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sionally less coarse in skull and jaw."—Prof. Huxley, Eth. Journ.
sr.s. vol. ii. p. 405.
Under secondary scientific heads may be grouped the
development of weapons. In this case the identities, simi-
larities, or continuities, are most striking in the approxima-
tion of the two continents in the methods of attack.
Colonel Lane Fox, who has made the aboriginal arms of
the world his special study, arrives at the following conclu-
sions :
" In my last lecture, I mentioned that there were three countries
in which the boomerang is either still used, or is known to have
been used in ancient times, viz. Australia, the Deccan of India, and
Egypt. . . . Although the comparison of weapons from various parts
of the globe can have no other object than to trace out an original
connexion, I did not venture to build upon the coincidence of this
weapon in these regions, any argument for the common origin of
the people for whom it was used. Nor do I think that I should
have been justified in assuming such origin upon the grounds of
the identity of a single weapon." [After quoting at length the
testimony of Sir "W. Elliot to its practical use in Southern India,1
Col. Fox concludes:] "We may, therefore, I think, fairly consider
the causes which may have led to the adoption of this weapon as
sprung from a common source."—Col. Lane Fox, Journal United
Service Institution, vol. xiii. June, 1869.
Next in order in the general scheme of identities we must
consider the laws of speech ; these have been treated on at
large, by our leading Dravidian authority, Dr. Caldwell, in
many casual sections of his standard work upon the lan-
guages of Southern India.
Among other passages we meet with the subjoined obser-
vations :
" I t seems proper here to notice the remarkable general re-
1
 Sir "W. Elliot, in giving his personal experience of the use of the weapon,
says: " It is formed on the grain of the wood, like the Australian boomerang,
the curve varying with the length of the stem; it is whirled horizontally, with the
end foremost, like the Australian1 practice, and is used by two tribes in the Deccan,
viz. the Kolis of Guzerat, and the Marawars of Madura, but more especially in its
simplest form by the former, who are of the Dravidian or black race of the
Deccan."
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semblance which exists between the Dravidian pronouns and those
of the aboriginal tribes of southern and western Australia. In
whatever way it may be explained, the existence of a general
resemblance seems to be unquestionable ; but it has not hitherto
been observed that the Australian pronouns of the first person are
more nearly allied to the Tibetan than to the Dravidian."—
Caldwell, Grammar (1875), p. 78.
"The grammatical structure of the Australian dialects exhibits
a general agreement with the languages of the Scythian group,"
p. 79. See also pp. 279, 309, 561-2; and Dr. W. H. I. Bleek,
Journal Anthropological Institute, vol. i. 1871, p. 89; Col. Pox,
ibid. p. 104 ; Hunfalvy, Second Congress of Orientalists, 1874,
p. 88.
Mr. E. Norris, an acute observer of both types of man, and
of their primitive speech, had already suggested some such
analogies to Dr. Prichard, who accepted them, in full recog-
nition, in the following terms :
" It has been remarked by Mr. Korris, who first made the
observation, which he has communicated to me, that the Australian
dialects display some striking analogies with the Tamulian group
of languages, or the idioms of the aboriginal people of the Dekhan."
— Prichard, Eesearches (1847), vol. v. p. 277.
Prichard next carries us on to the more precise idiosyn-
cracies of the Australian languages :
'' Capt. Grey was, I believe, the first who perceived the re-
semblance of physiognomy, if that expression may be allowed,
which prevails through all this family of languages as far as its
affiliations are yet known. He was struck by a general resemblance
in the sound and structure of words even in very distant parts of
Australasia. He observed that the same identical words in many
instances have been recognized with the same meaning attached to
them round the entire continent." — Prichard, Physical History
of Mankind, vol. v. p. 272.
And I myself, in conclusion, revert to the tenour of the
birth and inheritance laws of these so-long undisturbed races,
which strangely reproduce the old forms of the supremacy of
mother-right, of which traces are still to be found in the
New World, or continent of North America, amid the normal
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Mongoloids, with, whom Professor Huxley so largely peoples
the existing surface of the earth.1
" These family names are perpetuated, and spread through the
country, hy the operation of two remarkahle laws :
" 1st. That the children of either sex always take the family
name of their mother.
" That a man cannot marry a woman of his own family name.
"But not the least singular circumstance connected with these
institutions is their coincidence with those of the North American
Indians."3—Journals in N.W. and W. Australia, hy Capt. George
Grey (1841), p. 226.
COINS.
The preliminary outline of this brief catalogue of coins
appeared in a letter addressed to the Editor of the Indian
Antiquary of the 24th July, 1877 (published 7 September, p .
274), avowedly asking local collectors to seek out and con-
tribute fresh examples in illustration of this hitherto unex-
plored branch of Numismatics. When writing this letter, I
was fully aware that the representative specimens of the
recent find at Kolhapur were about to form the subject of
an article in the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the
Royal Asiatic Society, by Bhagvanlal Indraji—who has
before and since proved himself to be so effective a coadjutor
in our common archaeological aims. At the same time I
was permitted to examine, without prejudice, the original
coins which were to form our common starting-point. His
essay on the subject has now been published in the Journal
1
 " Mongoloids.—An enormous area, which lies mainly to the east of a line
drawn from Lapland to Siam, is peopled, for the most part, hy men who are short
and squat, with their skin of a yellow-brown colour
" The strongly-coloured area (8A), finally, is intended to indicate roughly the
distribution of the Mongols proper."
The latest all-round exemplification of the consistency of Prof. Huxley's
Scythic, Turanian, or Mongolian theory, is to be traced in the tomb of a recently-
deceased North-American Indian Chief, where the slaughtered "Pony" is made
the climax of the last home of the chief in his blanket-lined tumulus.—Frank
Leslie's Illustrated Journal.
3
 It has been fully ascertained . . . that no man could marry in his own clan;
and that every child belongs to the mother's clan."—Archseologia Americana,
vol. ii. p. 109.
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of the Bombay Asiatic Society,1 and does not altogether
accord with my decipherments of the legends or the infer-
ences I deduce from them; but, as we have taken independent
lines, I do not stop to contest them under either aspect, but
rest content to try the issue upon future discoveries. In the
interval my appeal has not remained unanswered. Sir
Walter Elliot has received some remarkable contributions
of coins, and Mr. Sewell has commenced collecting systemati-
cally—following local finds—which must form the leading
eventual test of the spread and extent of royal supremacies.
No. 1. Copper, apparently largely mixed with lead. Size,
the full 9 of Mionnet's scale.
Weight, 220 grains. 4 specimens. Two coins from the
cabinet of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,
two examples the property of the Hon. Mr. Gribbs.
Obverse.—A crudely-outlined representation of a primitive
round bow and broadly-barbed arrow.2
Reverse.—A chaitya, or typical form of a tumulus, formed
of four rows of inverted semicircles surmounted by a half-
moon (as in the Sah coins)3; to the right, a sacred tree, an
object alike of the worship of the Jainas and their imitators
the Buddhists, with seven leaves or branches; at the foot,
an oblong box pedestal, with a free definition of a serpent in
a wavy line, with intervening dots.
Legend.—X^t V^lft fJRT f%WT5T f T*T
Bano Maddri-putasa Sivdla-kurasa.
No. 2. Copper and lead. Size 7 of Mionnet's scale.
Weight, 228 grains. 3 specimens. One in Bombay Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society, two in the collection of Mr.
Gibbs.
1
 " Coins of Andhrabhritya Kings of Southern India." Read 8 Sept., 1877.
The article is illustrated by plates of 29 coins, etc.
2
 The same typical form of bow and arrow occurs repeatedly on the earlier
specimens of the ancient punched or hall-marked coins. See my Indian Weights,
Numismata Orientalia, part i. plate, fig. 12, etc..
3
 J.K.A.S. o.s. Vol. XII . (1854), p. 1.
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Obverse.—Device a rude strung bow and broadly-barbed
arrow, ready set for use.
Legend.—
Ratio Vdsifho-putasa Vidavdya-kurasa.
Reverse.—A conventional chaitya consisting of three layers
of inverted semicircles with inner dots, surmounted by a
chakra or wheel, perhaps the typical figure of the sun. To
the left, a sacred tree with seven broad-spread leaves. At
the foot, an oblong pedestal, in which is figured a serpent,
the wavy intervals being filled in with dots.
I place this piece in the outline list of the issue or chil-
dren of Vasithi, earlier than those bearing the name of the
children of Gautami, on strictly numismatic grounds.
No. 3. Copper and lead. Size 9 of Mionnet's scale.
"Weights range from 180 grains to 196. The execution of
the dies is inferior to the preceding. Numerous specimens
and examples are available.
Obverse.—The usual crude bow and arrow.
Legend.—
Sana Gotami-putasa Vidavdya-kurasa.
Reverse.—Chaitya device as above, but the symbolic tree
is attached to the main device, and rises directly from the
end or outer upright line to the right of the pedestal.
Many of these coins are what is technically termed
" double-struck," i.e. the dies of a successor or adverse con-
temporary have been repeated over the original impression,
without any re-fashioning or possibly much re-softening of
the metal of the piece itself.
These indications are often of much value in determining
the relative priority of the conjoint rulers. In the present
instance they distinctly authorize us to place the children
or issue of Madari before those of the more prolific or more
popular ancestress Gautami.
The first of these coincidences is exemplified in No. 2>a
of the present list (corresponding with No. 13 of the original
plate iv., Bombay Branch Eoyal Asiatic Society, 1877),
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where the outer or natural edge of the piece retains a
portion of the normal legend in the letters
Rano Maddri putasa:
while the second impress of a new die, in its false centering,
overlaps the lower surface with the letters of a broken legend
in the words
leurasa. Rano Qotami puta . . .
To exemplify further the custom of renewed or revised
impressions upon the fully issued or so to say current coin,
I may add that in one case a piece of the Grautami-putras
of type No. 3 has had the identical legends of the original
obverse re-struck or repeated over the obvious surface of the
old reverse.
It is difficult to say how this was effected, as Sir "W". Elliot
has lately received a very sharp and perfect specimen of
coin No. 3, which shows indubitable signs of having been
cast—the marks of the moulds are set irregularly at the
edges, and two definite orifices have been left at the sides to
receive the metal, the superfluous quantity of which still
adheres to the piece. It is not clear whether the dies them-
selves were composed of metal, or whether, supposing them
to have been made of baked clay, that substance was suffi-
ciently hard, in the other cases, to admit of the impress of a
second stamp.
No. 4. Copper. Small coins. Size 4 of Mionnet's scale.
"Weight, 28 grains. 2 specimens, Hon. Mr. Gibbs.
Obverse.—Archaic bow and arrow.
Legend.—
Rano Vdsi [tho-pu] tasa Vidavdya- leurasa.
Reverse.—Chaitya, with the sacred tree represented as
growing on the apex or summit.
In the field of one specimen, a monogram possibly com-
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posed of the letters Ti^fJ tachd or cT^T tavd; on the other
example, a letter exactly like a Chaldsean-Pehlvi \^, X («)•'
No. 5. Copper and lead. Size 7. Weight, 230 grains.
Sir Walter Elliot. (Originally published in the Madras
Journal of Literature and Science, vol. xi. plate iii. fig. 105.
Mr. R. Sewell, C.S., has a new specimen from Amaravati.)
Obverse.—Device similar in some respects to the reverse
of No. 1, but the chaitya or tumulus in this case is solid,
surmounted with the usual half-moon, while the standard
Jaina tree is replaced by a conch shell, the favourite symbol
of Nemi, the 22nd Jaina Tirttiankara, and of the Hindu
god Vishnu, balanced on the other side of the field by a
lotus or water-lily, the type of the 21st Jaina. The con-
ventional serpent at the foot, but free and clear of the main
device.
Legend.—
Mano Gotami-putasa Siri Tana Satakanasa. [No. 21, list,
p. 42 ante.~\
Reverse.—Four leading circles at right angles, each com-
posed of a central dot and two concentric outer circles, the
upper pair and the lower pair are severally connected by a
semicircular line, this combination, varied by the junction of
the four balls of a simple cross, is conventionally recognized
as the Ujjain symbol.2
1
 See Journal Royal Asiatic Society, N.S. Vol. I I I . (1868), p. 264. It may
be as well to add that the occurrence of such a letter on the local coinage need
not necessarily reduce the age of the pieces so inscribed to the modern limits
assigned to extant Pehlvi inscriptions. The letters of these alphabets are found
on very early specimens of the Parthian coinage.
2
 See Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. vii. plate lxi.; Numismata
Orientalia, "Ancient Indian "Weights," part i. plate, figs. 5, 6. Dr. Schliemann,
in his work on Mycsene, enlarges upon the identity of the Greek Trigliph with
the Indian Swastika cross. But there is also a singular approach to this
circular Indian design in many of the patterns found on his buttons or whorls,
the only appreciable difference consisting of the centre dot, which fills-in the
space between the four circles in the latter. See Nos. 428, 404, 406, 411, etc.
A great variety of the forms of the Ujjain pattern may be seen in vol. vii.
plate lxi. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and a series of many cognate
devices are figured in General Cunningham's "Bhilsa Topes" (1854), plates xxxi.
xxxii. (in one case showing the Swastika within each of the four circles), as well
as occasionally in Mr. Fergusson's " Tree and Serpent Worship." The Swas-
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I reproduce a description of some of the subordinate or
successional coins of this class, which I prepared in outline
for the Indian Antiquary, with a view to enlist the sympa-
thies of coin collectors within the range of the ancient
dominions of these nationalities.
In the last and succeeding instances male rulers seem to
have re-asserted their rights of kingship, while still bowing
to the old law of the supremacy of maternity. Most of
these later coins belong to Sir W. Elliot, many of them have
already appeared in his earlier essays, and are now designed
to be used and more fully described in illustration of his
promised article in the International Numismata Orientalia
on the coins of the A'ndhra and other southern dynasties.
No. 6. Lead. Size 5. Weight, 86 grains.
Obverse.—Small chaitya, with three inverted semicircles,
and free serpent at the foot.
Legend.—
Saho Vdsitho- putasa Siri Yasatasa [Yasoda ?].
Reverse.—The conventional Ujjain symbol.
No. 7. Similar coins, variants.
Legend.— ^T
Sana Vdsitho-putasa Siri Vadastasa [ChandaP No. 23,
list, p. 42.]
No. 7a. One coin of this class gives distinctly the letters
'ftjc|4(< Sivasar, No. 19 of the Puranik list at page 42,
which reading is further confirmed by one of Mr. Sewell's
specimens, which contributes the outlines of
Pu tasa Sivasira.
tika device, apart from its use as a running pattern, was not, however, limited
either to Eastern or Western acceptations, as may he seen in the examples in
Fahretti's work on Etruscan Antiquities, 1 st Supplement, plate iii. Nos. 29, 30 ;
3rd Supplement, plate xxix. fig. 38; and on vases in the British Museum.
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No. 76 of Mr. Sewell's collection reproduces, in a more
definite fprm, the imperfect specimen of Sir W. Elliot's
plate xi. 100,1 and retains in legible letters the name of
Pudumavi, No. 18, list, p. 42.
Eano Vasitho-puta . . . Huyumavesa.
No. 8. Lead. Size 4J Mionnet's scale.
Obverse.—A well-executed figure of an elephant, to the left.
Legend.—
£ano Gotaml- putasa Siri Yana Saiaha.
Reverse.—The usual four double rings joined by a cross.
Some examples add a Swastika on the obverse field, to the
right of the chaitya.
No. 9. Lead. Size 4. Weight, 70 grains.
Obverse.—A boldly sunk die bearing a well-designed figure
of a horse to the left.
Legend.—X^t aft^jft xpw ftrft "*PT *t
Ratio Qotami- putasa Siri Yana sa. . .
Reverse.—The conventional TJjjain symbol.
No. 10. Copper or bronze. Size 4. Weight (average),
35 grains.
Obverse.—A well-outlined figure of an elephant in free
form, with trunk erect; without trappings.
Legend.—•faf?; ^RrqrfTT
Siri Satakani.
Reverse.—Four single circles joined by cross-lines.




N.B.—The forms of the letters of the legends clearly
1
 See General Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, 1871, p. 541.
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indicate that these two coins, as well as those which follow,
belong to a later date than the specimens previously de-
scribed.
No. 12. Lead. Size 6. Weight, 133 grains.
Obverse.—A well-executed figure of a horse to the right,
with a half-moon in the field above.
Legend.—J.^ 3j
Sana ©(otami-putasa) Satahana sa.
Reverse.—Device indistinguishable.
No. 12a. New coin, Mr. Sewell. Size 5. Weight, 112
grains. From Grudivada.
Obverse.—Horse to the right.
Legend.—•srftrfi; ^ . .
Bano Siri Cha(n)da.
Reverse.—The Ujjain symbol.
No. 13. Lead. Size 3. Weight, 35 grains. 2 specimens.
Obverse.—A crude figure of an elephant to the left.
Legend.— ^ fx^TIJ Sarivana or Salivana, perhaps a repetition
of the name, but not necessarily indicative of the personality
of the great monarch.
Reverse.—The Ujjain symbol.
No. 14. Lead. Similar coins. 3 specimens.
Legend.—*r^ ^
Siri Suda.
The ^ is on one occasion given as ^ , and the R, if re-
quired for Rudra, has to be supplied to the existing context.
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